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Chapter 1
Turbulence
For other uses, see Turbulence (disambiguation).
In ﬂuid dynamics, turbulence or turbulent ﬂow is a
Flow visualization of a turbulent jet, made by laser-induced ﬂu-
orescence. The jet exhibits a wide range of length scales, an im-
portant characteristic of turbulent ﬂows.
ﬂow regime characterized by chaotic property changes.
This includes low momentum diﬀusion, high momentum
convection, and rapid variation of pressure and velocity
in space and time.
Flow in which the kinetic energy dies out due to the ac-
tion of ﬂuid molecular viscosity is called laminar ﬂow.
While there is no theorem relating the non-dimensional
Reynolds number (Re) to turbulence, ﬂows at Reynolds
numbers larger than 5000 are typically (but not neces-
sarily) turbulent, while those at low Reynolds numbers
usually remain laminar. In Poiseuille ﬂow, for example,
turbulence can ﬁrst be sustained if the Reynolds number
is larger than a critical value of about 2040;[1] moreover,
the turbulence is generally interspersed with laminar ﬂow
until a larger Reynolds number of about 4000.
In turbulent ﬂow, unsteady vortices appear onmany scales
and interact with each other. Drag due to boundary layer
skin friction increases. The structure and location of
boundary layer separation often changes, sometimes re-
Laminar and turbulent water ﬂow over the hull of a submarine
Turbulence in the tip vortex from an airplane wing
sulting in a reduction of overall drag. Although laminar-
turbulent transition is not governed by Reynolds number,
the same transition occurs if the size of the object is grad-
ually increased, or the viscosity of the ﬂuid is decreased,
or if the density of the ﬂuid is increased. Nobel Laure-
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ate Richard Feynman described turbulence as “the most
important unsolved problem of classical physics.”[2]
1.1 Features
Turbulence is characterized by the following features:
 Irregularity: Turbulent ﬂows are always highly ir-
regular. For this reason, turbulence problems are
normally treated statistically rather than determinis-
tically. Turbulent ﬂow is chaotic. However, not all
chaotic ﬂows are turbulent.
 Diﬀusivity: The readily available supply of energy
in turbulent ﬂows tends to accelerate the homoge-
nization (mixing) of ﬂuid mixtures. The character-
istic which is responsible for the enhanced mixing
and increased rates of mass, momentum and energy
transports in a ﬂow is called “diﬀusivity”.
 Rotationality: Turbulent ﬂows have non-zero vor-
ticity and are characterized by a strong three-
dimensional vortex generation mechanism known as
vortex stretching. In ﬂuid dynamics, they are essen-
tially vortices subjected to stretching associated with
a corresponding increase of the component of vor-
ticity in the stretching direction—due to the conser-
vation of angular momentum. On the other hand,
vortex stretching is the core mechanism on which
the turbulence energy cascade relies to establish the
structure function. In general, the stretching mecha-
nism implies thinning of the vortices in the direction
perpendicular to the stretching direction due to vol-
ume conservation of ﬂuid elements. As a result, the
radial length scale of the vortices decreases and the
larger ﬂow structures break down into smaller struc-
tures. The process continues until the small scale
structures are small enough that their kinetic energy
can be transformed by the ﬂuid’s molecular viscos-
ity into heat. This is why turbulence is always ro-
tational and three dimensional. For example, atmo-
spheric cyclones are rotational but their substantially
two-dimensional shapes do not allow vortex gener-
ation and so are not turbulent. On the other hand,
oceanic ﬂows are dispersive but essentially non ro-
tational and therefore are not turbulent.
 Dissipation: To sustain turbulent ﬂow, a persistent
source of energy supply is required because turbu-
lence dissipates rapidly as the kinetic energy is con-
verted into internal energy by viscous shear stress.
Turbulent diﬀusion is usually described by a turbulent
diﬀusion coeﬃcient. This turbulent diﬀusion coeﬃcient
is deﬁned in a phenomenological sense, by analogy with
the molecular diﬀusivities, but it does not have a true
physical meaning, being dependent on the ﬂow condi-
tions, and not a property of the ﬂuid itself. In addition, the
turbulent diﬀusivity concept assumes a constitutive rela-
tion between a turbulent ﬂux and the gradient of a mean
variable similar to the relation between ﬂux and gradient
that exists for molecular transport. In the best case, this
assumption is only an approximation. Nevertheless, the
turbulent diﬀusivity is the simplest approach for quanti-
tative analysis of turbulent ﬂows, and many models have
been postulated to calculate it. For instance, in large bod-
ies of water like oceans this coeﬃcient can be found using
Richardson's four-third power law and is governed by the
randomwalk principle. In rivers and large ocean currents,
the diﬀusion coeﬃcient is given by variations of Elder’s
formula.
Turbulence causes the formation of eddies of many dif-
ferent length scales. Most of the kinetic energy of the tur-
bulent motion is contained in the large-scale structures.
The energy “cascades” from these large-scale structures
to smaller scale structures by an inertial and essentially
inviscid mechanism. This process continues, creating
smaller and smaller structures which produces a hierar-
chy of eddies. Eventually this process creates structures
that are small enough that molecular diﬀusion becomes
important and viscous dissipation of energy ﬁnally takes
place. The scale at which this happens is the Kolmogorov
length scale.
Via this energy cascade, turbulent ﬂow can be realized
as a superposition of a spectrum of velocity ﬂuctuations
and eddies upon a mean ﬂow. The eddies are loosely de-
ﬁned as coherent patterns of velocity, vorticity and pres-
sure. Turbulent ﬂows may be viewed as made of an entire
hierarchy of eddies over a wide range of length scales
and the hierarchy can be described by the energy spec-
trum that measures the energy in velocity ﬂuctuations for
each length scale (wavenumber). The scales in the en-
ergy cascade are generally uncontrollable and highly non-
symmetric. Nevertheless, based on these length scales
these eddies can be divided into three categories.
1. Integral length scales: Largest scales in the energy
spectrum. These eddies obtain energy from the
mean ﬂow and also from each other. Thus, these are
the energy production eddies which contain most of
the energy. They have the large velocity ﬂuctuation
and are low in frequency. Integral scales are highly
anisotropic and are deﬁned in terms of the normal-
ized two-point velocity correlations. The maximum
length of these scales is constrained by the charac-
teristic length of the apparatus. For example, the
largest integral length scale of pipe ﬂow is equal to
the pipe diameter. In the case of atmospheric turbu-
lence, this length can reach up to the order of several
hundreds kilometers.
2. Kolmogorov length scales: Smallest scales in the
spectrum that form the viscous sub-layer range. In
this range, the energy input from nonlinear inter-
actions and the energy drain from viscous dissipa-
tion are in exact balance. The small scales have high
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frequency, causing turbulence to be locally isotropic
and homogeneous.
3. Taylor microscales: The intermediate scales be-
tween the largest and the smallest scales which make
the inertial subrange. Taylor micro-scales are not
dissipative scale but pass down the energy from the
largest to the smallest without dissipation. Some
literatures do not consider Taylor micro-scales as
a characteristic length scale and consider the en-
ergy cascade to contain only the largest and small-
est scales; while the latter accommodate both the
inertial sub-range and the viscous-sub layer. Nev-
ertheless, Taylor micro-scales are often used in de-
scribing the term “turbulence” more conveniently as
these Taylor micro-scales play a dominant role in
energy and momentum transfer in the wavenumber
space.
Although it is possible to ﬁnd some particular solutions
of the Navier-Stokes equations governing ﬂuid motion,
all such solutions are unstable to ﬁnite perturbations at
large Reynolds numbers. Sensitive dependence on the
initial and boundary conditions makes ﬂuid ﬂow irreg-
ular both in time and in space so that a statistical de-
scription is needed. The Russian mathematician Andrey
Kolmogorov proposed the ﬁrst statistical theory of turbu-
lence, based on the aforementioned notion of the energy
cascade (an idea originally introduced by Richardson)
and the concept of self-similarity. As a result, the
Kolmogorov microscales were named after him. It is now
known that the self-similarity is broken so the statistical
description is presently modiﬁed.[3] Still, a complete de-
scription of turbulence remains one of the unsolved prob-
lems in physics.
According to an apocryphal story, Werner Heisenberg
was asked what he would ask God, given the opportu-
nity. His reply was: “When I meet God, I am going
to ask him two questions: Why relativity? And why
turbulence? I really believe he will have an answer for
the ﬁrst.”[4] A similar witticism has been attributed to
Horace Lamb (who had published a noted text book on
Hydrodynamics)—his choice being quantum electrody-
namics (instead of relativity) and turbulence. Lamb was
quoted as saying in a speech to the British Association
for the Advancement of Science, “I am an old man now,
and when I die and go to heaven there are two matters on
which I hope for enlightenment. One is quantum electro-
dynamics, and the other is the turbulent motion of ﬂuids.
And about the former I am rather optimistic.”[5][6]
A more detailed presentation of turbulence with empha-
sis on high-Reynolds number ﬂow, intended for a gen-
eral readership of physicists and applied mathematicians,
is found in the Scholarpedia articles by R. Benzi and U.
Frisch[7] and by G. Falkovich.[8]
There are many scales of meteorological motions; in this
context turbulence aﬀects small-scale motions.[9]
1.2 Examples of turbulence
 Smoke rising from a cigarette is turbulent ﬂow.
For the ﬁrst few centimeters, the ﬂow is certainly
laminar. Then smoke becomes turbulent as its
Reynolds number increases, as its velocity and char-
acteristic length are both increasing.
 Flow over a golf ball. (This can be best understood
by considering the golf ball to be stationary, with
air ﬂowing over it.) If the golf ball were smooth,
the boundary layer ﬂow over the front of the sphere
would be laminar at typical conditions. However,
the boundary layer would separate early, as the pres-
sure gradient switched from favorable (pressure de-
creasing in the ﬂow direction) to unfavorable (pres-
sure increasing in the ﬂow direction), creating a
large region of low pressure behind the ball that cre-
ates high form drag. To prevent this from happen-
ing, the surface is dimpled to perturb the boundary
layer and promote transition to turbulence. This re-
sults in higher skin friction, but moves the point of
boundary layer separation further along, resulting in
lower form drag and lower overall drag.
 The mixing of warm and cold air in the atmo-
sphere by wind, which causes clear-air turbulence
experienced during airplane ﬂight, as well as poor
astronomical seeing (the blurring of images seen
through the atmosphere.)
 Most of the terrestrial atmospheric circulation
 The oceanic and atmospheric mixed layers and in-
tense oceanic currents.
 The ﬂow conditions in many industrial equipment
(such as pipes, ducts, precipitators, gas scrubbers,
dynamic scraped surface heat exchangers, etc.) and
machines (for instance, internal combustion engines
and gas turbines).
 The external ﬂow over all kind of vehicles such as
cars, airplanes, ships and submarines.
 The motions of matter in stellar atmospheres.
 A jet exhausting from a nozzle into a quiescent ﬂuid.
As the ﬂow emerges into this external ﬂuid, shear
layers originating at the lips of the nozzle are cre-
ated. These layers separate the fast moving jet from
the external ﬂuid, and at a certain critical Reynolds
number they become unstable and break down to
turbulence.
 Snow fences work by inducing turbulence in the
wind, forcing it to drop much of its snow load near
the fence.
 Bridge supports (piers) in water. In the late sum-
mer and fall, when river ﬂow is slow, water ﬂows
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smoothly around the support legs. In the spring,
when the ﬂow is faster, a higher Reynolds Number
is associated with the ﬂow. The ﬂow may start oﬀ
laminar but is quickly separated from the leg and
becomes turbulent.
 In many geophysical ﬂows (rivers, atmospheric
boundary layer), the ﬂow turbulence is dominated
by the coherent structure activities and associated
turbulent events. A turbulent event is a series of tur-
bulent ﬂuctuations that contain more energy than the
average ﬂow turbulence.[10][11] The turbulent events
are associated with coherent ﬂow structures such as
eddies and turbulent bursting, and they play a crit-
ical role in terms of sediment scour, accretion and
transport in rivers as well as contaminant mixing and
dispersion in rivers and estuaries, and in the atmo-
sphere.
 In the medical ﬁeld of cardiology, a stethoscope is
used to detect heart sounds and bruits, which are
due to turbulent blood ﬂow. In normal individuals,
heart sounds are a product of turbulent ﬂow as heart
valves close. However, in some conditions turbu-
lent ﬂow can be audible due to other reasons, some
of them pathological. For example, in advanced
atherosclerosis, bruits (and therefore turbulent ﬂow)
can be heard in some vessels that have been nar-
rowed by the disease process.
1.3 Heat and momentum transfer
When ﬂow is turbulent, particles exhibit additional trans-
verse motion which enhances the rate of energy and mo-
mentum exchange between them thus increasing the heat
transfer and the friction coeﬃcient.
Assume for a two-dimensional turbulent ﬂow that one was
able to locate a speciﬁc point in the ﬂuid and measure the
actual velocity v = (vx; vy) of every particle that passed
through that point at any given time. Then one would ﬁnd






,vy = vy + v0y
and similarly for temperature
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P = P + P 0

, where the primed quantities denote
ﬂuctuations superposed to the mean. This decomposition
of a ﬂow variable into a mean value and a turbulent ﬂuc-
tuation was originally proposed by Osborne Reynolds in
1895, and is considered to be the beginning of the sys-
tematic mathematical analysis of turbulent ﬂow, as a sub-
ﬁeld of ﬂuid dynamics. While the mean values are taken
as predictable variables determined by dynamics laws, the
turbulent ﬂuctuations are regarded as stochastic variables.
The heat ﬂux and momentum transfer (represented by the
shear stress  ) in the direction normal to the ﬂow for a
given time are









where cP is the heat capacity at constant pressure,  is
the density of the ﬂuid, turb is the coeﬃcient of turbulent
viscosity and kturb is the turbulent thermal conductivity.
[12]
1.4 Kolmogorov’s theory of 1941
Richardson’s notion of turbulence was that a turbulent
ﬂow is composed by “eddies” of diﬀerent sizes. The sizes
deﬁne a characteristic length scale for the eddies, which
are also characterized by velocity scales and time scales
(turnover time) dependent on the length scale. The large
eddies are unstable and eventually break up originating
smaller eddies, and the kinetic energy of the initial large
eddy is divided into the smaller eddies that stemmed from
it. These smaller eddies undergo the same process, giv-
ing rise to even smaller eddies which inherit the energy
of their predecessor eddy, and so on. In this way, the en-
ergy is passed down from the large scales of the motion
to smaller scales until reaching a suﬃciently small length
scale such that the viscosity of the ﬂuid can eﬀectively
dissipate the kinetic energy into internal energy.
In his original theory of 1941, Kolmogorov postulated
that for very high Reynolds numbers, the small scale tur-
bulent motions are statistically isotropic (i.e. no prefer-
ential spatial direction could be discerned). In general,
the large scales of a ﬂow are not isotropic, since they
are determined by the particular geometrical features of
the boundaries (the size characterizing the large scales
will be denoted as L). Kolmogorov’s idea was that in the
Richardson’s energy cascade this geometrical and direc-
tional information is lost, while the scale is reduced, so
that the statistics of the small scales has a universal char-
acter: they are the same for all turbulent ﬂows when the
Reynolds number is suﬃciently high.
Thus, Kolmogorov introduced a second hypothesis: for
very high Reynolds numbers the statistics of small scales
are universally and uniquely determined by the viscosity (
 ) and the rate of energy dissipation ( " ). With only these







This is today known as the Kolmogorov length scale (see
Kolmogorov microscales).
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A turbulent ﬂow is characterized by a hierarchy of scales
through which the energy cascade takes place. Dissipa-
tion of kinetic energy takes place at scales of the order of
Kolmogorov length  , while the input of energy into the
cascade comes from the decay of the large scales, of or-
der L. These two scales at the extremes of the cascade can
diﬀer by several orders of magnitude at high Reynolds
numbers. In between there is a range of scales (each one
with its own characteristic length r) that has formed at
the expense of the energy of the large ones. These scales
are very large compared with the Kolmogorov length, but
still very small compared with the large scale of the ﬂow
(i.e.   r  L ). Since eddies in this range are much
larger than the dissipative eddies that exist at Kolmogorov
scales, kinetic energy is essentially not dissipated in this
range, and it is merely transferred to smaller scales until
viscous eﬀects become important as the order of the Kol-
mogorov scale is approached. Within this range inertial
eﬀects are still much larger than viscous eﬀects, and it is
possible to assume that viscosity does not play a role in
their internal dynamics (for this reason this range is called
“inertial range”).
Hence, a third hypothesis of Kolmogorov was that at very
high Reynolds number the statistics of scales in the range
  r  L are universally and uniquely determined by
the scale r and the rate of energy dissipation " .
The way in which the kinetic energy is distributed over
the multiplicity of scales is a fundamental characteriza-
tion of a turbulent ﬂow. For homogeneous turbulence
(i.e., statistically invariant under translations of the ref-
erence frame) this is usually done by means of the energy
spectrum function E(k) , where k is the modulus of the
wavevector corresponding to some harmonics in a Fourier





where û(k) is the Fourier transform of the velocity ﬁeld.
Thus, E(k)dk represents the contribution to the kinetic








where 1/2huiuii is the mean turbulent kinetic energy
of the ﬂow. The wavenumber k corresponding to length
scale r is k = 2/r . Therefore, by dimensional analysis,
the only possible form for the energy spectrum function
according with the third Kolmogorov’s hypothesis is
E(k) = C"2/3k 5/3
where C would be a universal constant. This is one of
the most famous results of Kolmogorov 1941 theory, and
considerable experimental evidence has accumulated that
supports it.[13]
In spite of this success, Kolmogorov theory is at present
under revision. This theory implicitly assumes that
the turbulence is statistically self-similar at diﬀerent
scales. This essentially means that the statistics are scale-
invariant in the inertial range. A usual way of studying
turbulent velocity ﬁelds is by means of velocity incre-
ments:
u(r) = u(x+ r)  u(x)
that is, the diﬀerence in velocity between points sep-
arated by a vector r (since the turbulence is assumed
isotropic, the velocity increment depends only on the
modulus of r). Velocity increments are useful because
they emphasize the eﬀects of scales of the order of the
separation r when statistics are computed. The statistical
scale-invariance implies that the scaling of velocity incre-
ments should occur with a unique scaling exponent  , so
that when r is scaled by a factor  ,
u(r)
should have the same statistical distribution as
u(r)
with  independent of the scale r. From this fact, and
other results of Kolmogorov 1941 theory, it follows that
the statistical moments of the velocity increments (known
as structure functions in turbulence) should scale as
h[u(r)]ni = Cn"n/3rn/3
where the brackets denote the statistical average, and the
Cn would be universal constants.
There is considerable evidence that turbulent ﬂows de-
viate from this behavior. The scaling exponents deviate
from the n/3 value predicted by the theory, becoming a
non-linear function of the order n of the structure func-
tion. The universality of the constants have also been
questioned. For low orders the discrepancy with the Kol-
mogorov n/3 value is very small, which explain the suc-
cess of Kolmogorov theory in regards to low order statis-
tical moments. In particular, it can be shown that when
the energy spectrum follows a power law
E(k) / k p
with 1 < p < 3 , the second order structure function has
also a power law, with the form
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h[u(r)]2i / rp 1
Since the experimental values obtained for the second or-
der structure function only deviate slightly from the 2/3
value predicted by Kolmogorov theory, the value for p
is very near to 5/3 (diﬀerences are about 2%[14]). Thus
the “Kolmogorov  5/3 spectrum” is generally observed
in turbulence. However, for high order structure func-
tions the diﬀerence with the Kolmogorov scaling is signif-
icant, and the breakdown of the statistical self-similarity
is clear. This behavior, and the lack of universality of the
Cn constants, are related with the phenomenon of inter-
mittency in turbulence. This is an important area of re-
search in this ﬁeld, and a major goal of the modern theory














 Large eddy simulation
 Poiseuille’s law
 Lagrangian coherent structure
 Turbulence kinetic energy
 Mesocyclones












 Diﬀerent types of boundary conditions in ﬂuid dy-
namics
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Turbulence modeling is the construction and use of a
model to predict the eﬀects of turbulence. Averaging is
often used to simplify the solution of the governing equa-
tions of turbulence, but models are needed to represent
scales of the ﬂow that are not resolved.[1]
2.1 Closure problem
A closure problem arises in the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation because of the non-
linear term  0i0j from the convective acceleration,
known as the Reynolds stress,
Rij =  0i0j [2]
Closing the RANS equation requires modeling the
Reynold’s stress Rij .
2.2 Eddy viscosity
Joseph Boussinesq was the ﬁrst practitioner of this (i.e.
modeling the Reynold’s stress), introducing the concept
of eddy viscosity. In 1887 Boussinesq proposed relat-
ing the turbulence stresses to the mean ﬂow to close the
system of equations. Here the Boussinesq hypothesis is
applied to model the Reynolds stress term. Note that a
new proportionality constant t > 0 , the turbulence eddy
viscosity, has been introduced. Models of this type are










Which can be written in shorthand as
 0i0j = 2tSij   23Kij
where Sij is the mean rate of strain tensor





i is the turbulence kinetic energy
and ij is the Kronecker delta.
In this model, the additional turbulence stresses are given
by augmenting the molecular viscosity with an eddy
viscosity.[3] This can be a simple constant eddy viscos-
ity (which works well for some free shear ﬂows such as
axisymmetric jets, 2-D jets, and mixing layers).
2.3 Prandtl’s mixing-length con-
cept
Later, Ludwig Prandtl introduced the additional concept
of the mixing length, along with the idea of a boundary
layer. For wall-bounded turbulent ﬂows, the eddy viscos-
ity must vary with distance from the wall, hence the ad-
dition of the concept of a 'mixing length'. In the simplest









This simple model is the basis for the "law of the wall",
which is a surprisingly accurate model for wall-bounded,
attached (not separated) ﬂow ﬁelds with small pressure
gradients.
More general turbulence models have evolved over time,
with most modern turbulence models given by ﬁeld equa-
tions similar to the Navier-Stokes equations.
2.4 Smagorinsky model for the
sub-grid scale eddy viscosity
Among many others , Joseph Smagorinsky (1964) pro-
posed a useful formula for the eddy viscosity in numeri-
cal models, based on the local derivatives of the velocity























2.5 Spalart–Allmaras, k–ε and k–
ω models
The Boussinesq hypothesis is employed in the Spalart–
Allmaras (S–A), k–ε (k–epsilon), and k–ω (k–omega)
models and oﬀers a relatively low cost computation for
the turbulence viscosity t . The S–Amodel uses only one
additional equation to model turbulence viscosity trans-
port, while the k models use two.
2.6 Common models





 SST (Menter’s Shear Stress Transport)
 Reynolds stress equation model
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Chapter 3
Reynolds stress equation model
Reynolds stress equation model (RSM), also known as
second order or secondmoment closure model is the most
complex classical turbulence model. Several shortcom-
ings of k-epsilon turbulence model were observed when it
was attempted to predict ﬂows with complex strain ﬁelds
or substantial body forces. Under those conditions the in-








  23kij = 2tEij  23kij
The equation for the transport of kinematic Reynolds
stress Rij = u0iu0j =  ij/ is [1]
DRij
Dt = Dij + Pij +ij +
ij   "ij
Rate of change of Rij + Transport of Rij by convection
= Transport of Rij by diﬀusion + Rate of production of
Rij + Transport of Rij due to turbulent pressure-strain
interactions + Transport of Rij due to rotation + Rate of
dissipation of Rij .
The six partial diﬀerential equations above represent six
independent Reynolds stresses. The models that we need
to solve the above equation are derived from the work of
Launder, Rodi and Reece (1975).
3.1 Production term
The Production term that is used in CFD computations











Pressure-strain interactions aﬀect the Reynolds stresses
by two diﬀerent physical processes: pressure ﬂuctuations
due to eddies interacting with one another and pressure
ﬂuctuation of an eddy with a region of diﬀerent mean ve-
locity. This redistributes energy among normal Reynolds
stresses and thus makes them more isotropic. It also re-
duces the Reynolds shear stresses.
It is observed that the wall eﬀect increases the anisotropy
of normal Reynolds stresses and decreases Reynolds
shear stresses. A comprehensive model that takes into
account these eﬀects was given by Launder and Rodi
(1975).
3.3 Dissipation term
The modelling of dissipation rate ij assumes that the
small dissipative eddies are isotropic. This term aﬀects
only the normal Reynolds stresses. [2]
ij = 2/3ij
where  is dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, and
ij = 1 when i = j and 0 when i ≠ j
3.4 Diﬀusion term
The modelling of diﬀusion term Dij is based on the as-
sumption that the rate of transport of Reynolds stresses
by diﬀusion is proportional to the gradients of Reynolds
stresses. The simplest form of Dij that is followed by














where t = C k
2
 , k = 1.0 and C = 0.9
3.5 Pressure-strain correlation
term
The pressure-strain correlation term promotes isotropy of
the turbulence by redistributing energy amongst the nor-
mal Reynolds stresses.The pressure-strain interactions is
the most important term to model correctly. Their eﬀect
on Reynolds stresses is caused by pressure ﬂuctuations
due to interaction of eddies with each other and pressure
ﬂuctuations due to interaction of an eddy with region of
ﬂow having diﬀerent mean velocity. The correction term
is given as [3]
ij =  C1 k
 
Rij   23kij




The rotational term is given as [4]

ij =  2!k (Rjmeikm +Rimejkm)
here !k is the rotation vector, eijk =1 if i,j,k are in cyclic
order and are diﬀerent, eijk = 1 if i,j,k are in anti-cyclic
order and are diﬀerent and eijk =0 in case any two indices
are same.
3.7 Advantages of RSM
1)Compared with k-ε model, it is simple because of the
use of an isotropic eddy viscosity.
2)It is the most general of all turbulence models and work
reasonably well for a large number of engineering ﬂows.
3)It requires only the initial and/or boundary conditions
to be supplied.
4)Since the production terms need not be modelled, it can
selectively damp the stresses due to buoyancy, curvature
eﬀects etc.
3.8 Disadvantages of RSM
1)It requires very large computing costs.
2)It is not very widely validated as the k-ε model andmix-
ing length models.
3)Due to identical problems with the ε-equation mod-
elling, it performs just as poorly as the k-ε model in some
problems.
4)Because of being isotropic, it is not good in predicting







 k-epsilon turbulence model
3.10 See also
 k-epsilon turbulence model
 Mixing length model
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For the anatomical structure, see Boundary layer of
uterus.
In physics and ﬂuid mechanics, a boundary layer is the
Boundary layer visualization, showing transition from laminar
to turbulent condition
layer of ﬂuid in the immediate vicinity of a bounding sur-
face where the eﬀects of viscosity are signiﬁcant. In the
Earth’s atmosphere, the atmospheric boundary layer is the
air layer near the ground aﬀected by diurnal heat, mois-
ture or momentum transfer to or from the surface. On
an aircraft wing the boundary layer is the part of the ﬂow
close to the wing, where viscous forces distort the sur-
rounding non-viscous ﬂow. See Reynolds number.
Laminar boundary layers can be loosely classiﬁed accord-
ing to their structure and the circumstances under which
they are created. The thin shear layer which develops on
an oscillating body is an example of a Stokes boundary
layer, while the Blasius boundary layer refers to the well-
known similarity solution near an attached ﬂat plate held
in an oncoming unidirectional ﬂow. When a ﬂuid rotates
and viscous forces are balanced by the Coriolis eﬀect
(rather than convective inertia), an Ekman layer forms.
In the theory of heat transfer, a thermal boundary layer
occurs. A surface can have multiple types of boundary
layer simultaneously.
4.1 Aerodynamics
The aerodynamic boundary layer was ﬁrst deﬁned by
Ludwig Prandtl in a paper presented on August 12, 1904
at the third International Congress of Mathematicians in
Heidelberg, Germany. It simpliﬁes the equations of ﬂuid
ﬂow by dividing the ﬂow ﬁeld into two areas: one in-
u0 u(y)
Laminar boundary layer velocity proﬁle
side the boundary layer, dominated by viscosity and cre-
ating the majority of drag experienced by the boundary
body; and one outside the boundary layer, where viscosity
can be neglected without signiﬁcant eﬀects on the solu-
tion. This allows a closed-form solution for the ﬂow in
both areas, a signiﬁcant simpliﬁcation of the full Navier–
Stokes equations. The majority of the heat transfer to and
from a body also takes place within the boundary layer,
again allowing the equations to be simpliﬁed in the ﬂow
ﬁeld outside the boundary layer. The pressure distribu-
tion throughout the boundary layer in the direction nor-
mal to the surface (such as an airfoil) remains constant
throughout the boundary layer, and is the same as on the
surface itself.
The thickness of the velocity boundary layer is normally
deﬁned as the distance from the solid body at which the
viscous ﬂow velocity is 99% of the freestream veloc-
ity (the surface velocity of an inviscid ﬂow). Displace-
ment Thickness is an alternative deﬁnition stating that the
boundary layer represents a deﬁcit in mass ﬂow compared
to inviscid ﬂow with slip at the wall. It is the distance by
which the wall would have to be displaced in the inviscid
case to give the same total mass ﬂow as the viscous case.
The no-slip condition requires the ﬂow velocity at the sur-
face of a solid object be zero and the ﬂuid temperature be
equal to the temperature of the surface. The ﬂow veloc-
ity will then increase rapidly within the boundary layer,
governed by the boundary layer equations, below.
The thermal boundary layer thickness is similarly the dis-
tance from the body at which the temperature is 99% of
the temperature found from an inviscid solution. The ra-
tio of the two thicknesses is governed by the Prandtl num-
ber. If the Prandtl number is 1, the two boundary layers
12
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are the same thickness. If the Prandtl number is greater
than 1, the thermal boundary layer is thinner than the ve-
locity boundary layer. If the Prandtl number is less than
1, which is the case for air at standard conditions, the ther-
mal boundary layer is thicker than the velocity boundary
layer.
In high-performance designs, such as gliders and com-
mercial aircraft, much attention is paid to controlling
the behavior of the boundary layer to minimize drag.
Two eﬀects have to be considered. First, the boundary
layer adds to the eﬀective thickness of the body, through
the displacement thickness, hence increasing the pressure
drag. Secondly, the shear forces at the surface of the wing
create skin friction drag.
At high Reynolds numbers, typical of full-sized aircraft, it
is desirable to have a laminar boundary layer. This results
in a lower skin friction due to the characteristic velocity
proﬁle of laminar ﬂow. However, the boundary layer in-
evitably thickens and becomes less stable as the ﬂow de-
velops along the body, and eventually becomes turbulent,
the process known as boundary layer transition. One way
of dealing with this problem is to suck the boundary layer
away through a porous surface (see Boundary layer suc-
tion). This can reduce drag, but is usually impractical
due to its mechanical complexity and the power required
to move the air and dispose of it. Natural laminar ﬂow
techniques push the boundary layer transition aft by re-
shaping the aerofoil or fuselage so that its thickest point is
more aft and less thick. This reduces the velocities in the
leading part and the same Reynolds number is achieved
with a greater length.
At lower Reynolds numbers, such as those seen with
model aircraft, it is relatively easy to maintain laminar
ﬂow. This gives low skin friction, which is desirable.
However, the same velocity proﬁle which gives the lam-
inar boundary layer its low skin friction also causes it to
be badly aﬀected by adverse pressure gradients. As the
pressure begins to recover over the rear part of the wing
chord, a laminar boundary layer will tend to separate from
the surface. Such ﬂow separation causes a large increase
in the pressure drag, since it greatly increases the eﬀective
size of the wing section. In these cases, it can be advan-
tageous to deliberately trip the boundary layer into turbu-
lence at a point prior to the location of laminar separation,
using a turbulator. The fuller velocity proﬁle of the turbu-
lent boundary layer allows it to sustain the adverse pres-
sure gradient without separating. Thus, although the skin
friction is increased, overall drag is decreased. This is
the principle behind the dimpling on golf balls, as well as
vortex generators on aircraft. Special wing sections have
also been designed which tailor the pressure recovery so
laminar separation is reduced or even eliminated. This
represents an optimum compromise between the pressure
drag from ﬂow separation and skin friction from induced
turbulence.
When using half-models in wind tunnels, a peniche is
sometimes used to reduce or eliminate the eﬀect of the
boundary layer.
4.2 Naval architecture
Many of the principles that apply to aircraft also apply to
ships, submarines, and oﬀshore platforms.
For ships, unlike aircraft, one deals with incompressible
ﬂows, where change in water density is negligible (a pres-
sure rise close to 1000kPa leads to a change of only 2–
3 kg/m3). This ﬁeld of ﬂuid dynamics is called hydro-
dynamics. A ship engineer designs for hydrodynamics
ﬁrst, and for strength only later. The boundary layer de-
velopment, breakdown, and separation become critical
because the high viscosity of water produces high shear
stresses. Another consequence of high viscosity is the slip
stream eﬀect, in which the ship moves like a spear tearing
through a sponge at high velocity.
4.3 Boundary layer equations
The deduction of the boundary layer equations was
one of the most important advances in ﬂuid dynamics
(Anderson, 2005). Using an order of magnitude analy-
sis, the well-known governing Navier–Stokes equations
of viscous ﬂuid ﬂow can be greatly simpliﬁed within the
boundary layer. Notably, the characteristic of the partial
diﬀerential equations (PDE) becomes parabolic, rather
than the elliptical form of the full Navier–Stokes equa-
tions. This greatly simpliﬁes the solution of the equa-
tions. By making the boundary layer approximation, the
ﬂow is divided into an inviscid portion (which is easy to
solve by a number of methods) and the boundary layer,
which is governed by an easier to solve PDE. The conti-
nuity and Navier–Stokes equations for a two-dimensional












































where u and  are the velocity components,  is the den-
sity, p is the pressure, and  is the kinematic viscosity of
the ﬂuid at a point.
The approximation states that, for a suﬃciently high
Reynolds number the ﬂow over a surface can be divided
into an outer region of inviscid ﬂow unaﬀected by vis-
cosity (the majority of the ﬂow), and a region close to the
surface where viscosity is important (the boundary layer).
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Let u and  be streamwise and transverse (wall normal)
velocities respectively inside the boundary layer. Using
scale analysis, it can be shown that the above equations



























The asymptotic analysis also shows that  , the wall nor-
mal velocity, is small compared with u the streamwise
velocity, and that variations in properties in the stream-
wise direction are generally much lower than those in the
wall normal direction.
Since the static pressure p is independent of y , then pres-
sure at the edge of the boundary layer is the pressure
throughout the boundary layer at a given streamwise po-
sition. The external pressure may be obtained through an
application of Bernoulli’s equation. Let u0 be the ﬂuid
velocity outside the boundary layer, where u and u0 are





















For a ﬂow in which the static pressure p also does not




so u0 remains constant.










These approximations are used in a variety of practi-
cal ﬂow problems of scientiﬁc and engineering interest.
The above analysis is for any instantaneous laminar or
turbulent boundary layer, but is used mainly in laminar
ﬂow studies since the mean ﬂow is also the instantaneous
ﬂow because there are no velocity ﬂuctuations present.
4.4 Turbulent boundary layers
The treatment of turbulent boundary layers is far more
diﬃcult due to the time-dependent variation of the ﬂow
properties. One of the most widely used techniques in
which turbulent ﬂows are tackled is to apply Reynolds
decomposition. Here the instantaneous ﬂow properties
are decomposed into a mean and ﬂuctuating component.
Applying this technique to the boundary layer equations






















































Using the same order-of-magnitude analysis as for the
instantaneous equations, these turbulent boundary layer



























The additional term u0v0 in the turbulent boundary layer
equations is known as the Reynolds shear stress and is
unknown a priori. The solution of the turbulent bound-
ary layer equations therefore necessitates the use of a
turbulence model, which aims to express the Reynolds
shear stress in terms of known ﬂow variables or deriva-
tives. The lack of accuracy and generality of such models
is a major obstacle in the successful prediction of turbu-
lent ﬂow properties in modern ﬂuid dynamics.
A laminar sub-layer exists in the turbulent zone; it occurs
due to those ﬂuid molecules which are still in the very
proximity of the surface, where the shear stress is maxi-
mum and the velocity of ﬂuid molecules is zero.
4.5 Heat and mass transfer
In 1928, the French engineer André Lévêque observed
that convective heat transfer in a ﬂowing ﬂuid is aﬀected
only by the velocity values very close to the surface.[1][2]
For ﬂows of large Prandtl number, the temperature/mass
transition from surface to freestream temperature takes
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place across a very thin region close to the surface. There-
fore, the most important ﬂuid velocities are those inside
this very thin region in which the change in velocity can
be considered linear with normal distance from the sur-
face. In this way, for
u(y) = u0













when y ! 0 , then
u(y)  2u0 y
h
= y
where θ is the tangent of the Poiseuille parabola inter-
secting the wall. Although Lévêque’s solution was spe-
ciﬁc to heat transfer into a Poiseuille ﬂow, his insight
helped lead other scientists to an exact solution of the
thermal boundary-layer problem.[3] Schuh observed that
in a boundary-layer, u is again a linear function of y, but
that in this case, the wall tangent is a function of x.[4] He
expressed this with a modiﬁed version of Lévêque’s pro-
ﬁle,
u(y) = (x)y
This results in a very good approximation, even for low
Pr numbers, so that only liquid metals with Pr much
less than 1 cannot be treated this way.[3] In 1962, Kestin
and Persen published a paper describing solutions for heat
transfer when the thermal boundary layer is contained en-
tirely within the momentum layer and for various wall
temperature distributions.[5] For the problem of a ﬂat
plate with a temperature jump at x = x0 , they propose a
substitution that reduces the parabolic thermal boundary-
layer equation to an ordinary diﬀerential equation. The
solution to this equation, the temperature at any point in
the ﬂuid, can be expressed as an incomplete gamma func-
tion.[2] Schlichting proposed an equivalent substitution
that reduces the thermal boundary-layer equation to an
ordinary diﬀerential equation whose solution is the same
incomplete gamma function.[6]
4.6 Convective transfer constants
from boundary layer analysis
Paul Richard Heinrich Blasius derived an exact solution
to the above laminar boundary layer equations.[7] The
thickness of the boundary layer  is a function of the
Reynolds number for laminar ﬂow.
  5:0xp
Re
 = the thickness of the boundary layer: the region of
ﬂow where the velocity is less than 99% of the far ﬁeld
velocity v1 ; x is position along the semi-inﬁnite plate,
and Re is the Reynolds Number given by v1x/ (  =
density and  = dynamic viscosity).














= 1 at y =1 and x = 0
Velocity Boundary Layer (Top,orange) and Temperature Bound-
ary Layer (Bottom, green) share a functional form due to similar-
ity in the Momentum/Energy Balances and boundary conditions.
Note that in many cases, the no-slip boundary condition
holds that vS , the ﬂuid velocity at the surface of the plate
equals the velocity of the plate at all locations. If the plate
is not moving, then vS = 0 . A much more complicated
derivation is required if ﬂuid slip is allowed.[8]
In fact, the Blasius solution for laminar velocity proﬁle
in the boundary layer above a semi-inﬁnite plate can be
easily extended to describe Thermal and Concentration
boundary layers for heat and mass transfer respectively.
Rather than the diﬀerential x-momentum balance (equa-
tion of motion), this uses a similarly derived Energy and
Mass balance:
Energy: vx @T@x + vy @T@y = kCp @
2T
@y2
Mass: vx @cA@x + vy @cA@y = DAB @
2cA
@y2
For the momentum balance, kinematic viscosity  can
be considered to be the momentum diﬀusivity. In the
energy balance this is replaced by thermal diﬀusivity
 = k/CP , and by mass diﬀusivity DAB in the mass
balance. In thermal diﬀusivity of a substance, k is its
thermal conductivity,  is its density and CP is its heat
capacity. Subscript AB denotes diﬀusivity of species A
diﬀusing into species B.
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Under the assumption that  = DAB =  , these
equations become equivalent to the momentum balance.
Thus, for Prandtl number Pr = / = 1 and Schmidt
number Sc = /DAB = 1 the Blasius solution applies
directly.
Accordingly, this derivation uses a related form of the
boundary conditions, replacing v with T or cA (absolute
temperature or concentration of species A). The subscript












cA1 cAS = 1 at y = 1 and
x = 0
Using the streamline function Blasius obtained the fol-








= 0:332 v1x Re
1/2







We are given the following relations for heat/mass ﬂux











= 0:332 cA1 cASx Re
1/2
So for Pr = Sc = 1
 = T = c =
5:0xp
Re
Where T ; c are the regions of ﬂow where T and cA are
less than 99% of their far ﬁeld values.[9]
Because the Prandtl number of a particular ﬂuid is not
often unity, German engineer E. Polhausen who worked
with Ludwig Prandtl attempted to empirically extend
these equations to apply for Pr 6= 1 . His results can be
applied to Sc as well.[10] He found that for Prandtl num-
ber greater than 0.6, the thermal boundary layer thickness
was approximately given by:

T
= Pr1/3 and therefore c = Sc
1/3
From this solution, it is possible to characterize the con-
vective heat/mass transfer constants based on the region
of boundary layer ﬂow. Fourier’s law of conduction and
Newton’s Law of Cooling are combined with the ﬂux














This gives the local convective constant hx at one point
on the semi-inﬁnite plane. Integrating over the length of







Following the derivation with mass transfer terms ( k =
Plot showing the relative thickness in the Thermal boundary layer
versus the Velocity boundary layer (in red) for various Prandtl
Numbers. For Pr = 1 , the two are equal.
convective mass transfer constant, DAB = diﬀusivity of













These solutions apply for laminar ﬂow with a
Prandtl/Schmidt number greater than 0.6.[9]
4.7 Boundary layer turbine
This eﬀect was exploited in the Tesla turbine, patented
by Nikola Tesla in 1913. It is referred to as a blade-
less turbine because it uses the boundary layer eﬀect and
not a ﬂuid impinging upon the blades as in a conven-
tional turbine. Boundary layer turbines are also known
as cohesion-type turbine, bladeless turbine, and Prandtl
layer turbine (after Ludwig Prandtl).
4.8 See also
 Boundary layer separation
 Boundary-layer thickness
 Boundary layer suction
 Boundary layer control
 Coandă eﬀect
 Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements
 Logarithmic law of the wall
 Planetary boundary layer
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 Shape factor (boundary layer ﬂow)
 Shear stress
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Chapter 5
Similitude (model)
For other uses, see Similitude (disambiguation).
Similitude is a concept applicable to the testing of engi-
A full scale X-43 Wind tunnel test. The test is designed to have
dynamic similitude with the real application to ensure valid re-
sults.
neering models. A model is said to have similitude with
the real application if the two share geometric similarity,
kinematic similarity and dynamic similarity. Similarity
and similitude are interchangeable in this context.
The term dynamic similitude is often used as a catch-
all because it implies that geometric and kinematic simil-
itude have already been met.
Similitude’s main application is in hydraulic and
aerospace engineering to test ﬂuid ﬂow conditions with
scaled models. It is also the primary theory behind many
textbook formulas in ﬂuid mechanics.
5.1 Overview
Engineering models are used to study complex ﬂuid dy-
namics problems where calculations and computer simu-
lations aren't reliable. Models are usually smaller than the
ﬁnal design, but not always. Scale models allow testing of
a design prior to building, and in many cases are a critical
step in the development process.
Construction of a scale model, however, must be accom-
panied by an analysis to determine what conditions it is
tested under. While the geometry may be simply scaled,
other parameters, such as pressure, temperature or the
velocity and type of ﬂuid may need to be altered. Simili-
tude is achieved when testing conditions are created such
that the test results are applicable to the real design.
The three conditions required for a model to have similitude with
an application.
The following criteria are required to achieve similitude;
 Geometric similarity – The model is the same
shape as the application, usually scaled.
 Kinematic similarity – Fluid ﬂow of both the
model and real application must undergo similar
time rates of change motions. (ﬂuid streamlines are
similar)
 Dynamic similarity – Ratios of all forces acting on
corresponding ﬂuid particles and boundary surfaces
in the two systems are constant.
To satisfy the above conditions the application is ana-
lyzed;
1. All parameters required to describe the system are
identiﬁed using principles from continuum mechan-
ics.
2. Dimensional analysis is used to express the sys-
tem with as few independent variables and as many
dimensionless parameters as possible.
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3. The values of the dimensionless parameters are held
to be the same for both the scale model and applica-
tion. This can be done because they are dimension-
less and will ensure dynamic similitude between the
model and the application. The resulting equations
are used to derive scaling laws which dictate model
testing conditions.
It is often impossible to achieve strict similitude during a
model test. The greater the departure from the applica-
tion’s operating conditions, the more diﬃcult achieving
similitude is. In these cases some aspects of similitude
may be neglected, focusing on only the most important
parameters.
The design of marine vessels remains more of an art than
a science in large part because dynamic similitude is es-
pecially diﬃcult to attain for a vessel that is partially sub-
merged: a ship is aﬀected by wind forces in the air above
it, by hydrodynamic forces within the water under it, and
especially by wave motions at the interface between the
water and the air. The scaling requirements for each of
these phenomena diﬀer, so models cannot replicate what
happens to a full sized vessel nearly so well as can be done
for an aircraft or submarine—each of which operates en-
tirely within one medium.
Similitude is a term used widely in fracture mechanics
relating to the strain life approach. Under given loading
conditions the fatigue damage in an un-notched specimen
is comparable to that of a notched specimen. Similitude
suggests that the component fatigue life of the two objects
will also be similar.
5.2 An example
Consider a submarine modeled at 1/40th scale. The ap-
plication operates in sea water at 0.5 °C, moving at 5 m/s.
The model will be tested in fresh water at 20 °C. Find the
power required for the submarine to operate at the stated
speed.
A free body diagram is constructed and the relevant rela-
tionships of force and velocity are formulated using tech-
niques from continuum mechanics. The variables which
describe the system are:
This example has ﬁve independent variables and three
fundamental units. The fundamental units are: metre,
kilogram, second.[1]
Invoking the Buckingham π theorem shows that the sys-
tem can be described with two dimensionless numbers
and one independent variable.[2]
Dimensional analysis is used to re-arrange the units to
form the Reynolds number ( Re ) and Pressure coeﬃ-
cient ( Cp ). These dimensionless numbers account for
all the variables listed above except F, which will be the
test measurement. Since the dimensionless parameters
will stay constant for both the test and the real applica-












































The pressure ( p ) is not one of the ﬁve variables, but the
force ( F ) is. The pressure diﬀerence (Δ p ) has thus
been replaced with ( F/L2 ) in the pressure coeﬃcient.
This gives a required test velocity of:
Vmodel = Vapplication  21:9
A model test is then conducted at that velocity and the
force that is measured in the model ( Fmodel ) is then
scaled to ﬁnd the force that can be expected for the real
application ( Fapplication ):
Fapplication = Fmodel  3:44
The power P in watts required by the submarine is then:
P [W] = Fapplication  Vapplication = Fmodel[N] 17:2 m/s
Note that even though the model is scaled smaller, the
water velocity needs to be increased for testing. This re-
markable result shows how similitude in nature is often
counterintuitive.
5.3 Typical applications
See also: List of dimensionless numbers
Similitude has been well documented for a large num-
ber of engineering problems and is the basis of many
textbook formulas and dimensionless quantities. These
formulas and quantities are easy to use without having
to repeat the laborious task of dimensional analysis and
formula derivation. Simpliﬁcation of the formulas (by
neglecting some aspects of similitude) is common, and
needs to be reviewed by the engineer for each applica-
tion.
Similitude can be used to predict the performance of a
new design based on data from an existing, similar design.
In this case, the model is the existing design. Another
use of similitude and models is in validation of computer
simulations with the ultimate goal of eliminating the need
for physical models altogether.
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Another application of similitude is to replace the oper-
ating ﬂuid with a diﬀerent test ﬂuid. Wind tunnels, for
example, have trouble with air liquefying in certain con-
ditions so helium is sometimes used. Other applications
may operate in dangerous or expensive ﬂuids so the test-
ing is carried out in a more convenient substitute.
Some common applications of similitude and associated
dimensionless numbers;
5.4 Notes
[1] In the SI system of units newtons can be expressed in
terms of kg·m/s2.




 Buckingham π theorem
 Dimensional analysis
 MKS system of fundamental units
 Dynamic similarity (Reynolds andWomersley num-
bers)
 Similitude of ship models
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Chapter 6
Lagrangian and Eulerian speciﬁcation of
the ﬂow ﬁeld
This article is about ﬂuid mechanics. For the use of
generalized coordinates in classical mechanics, see
generalized coordinates, Lagrangian mechanics and
Hamiltonian mechanics
In ﬂuid dynamics and ﬁnite-deformation plasticity the
Lagrangian speciﬁcation of the ﬂow ﬁeld is a way
of looking at ﬂuid motion where the observer follows
an individual ﬂuid parcel as it moves through space and
time.[1][2] Plotting the position of an individual parcel
through time gives the pathline of the parcel. This can be
visualized as sitting in a boat and drifting down a river.
The Eulerian speciﬁcation of the ﬂow ﬁeld is a way
of looking at ﬂuid motion that focuses on speciﬁc loca-
tions in the space through which the ﬂuid ﬂows as time
passes.[1][2] This can be visualized by sitting on the bank
of a river and watching the water pass the ﬁxed location.
The Lagrangian and Eulerian speciﬁcations of the ﬂow
ﬁeld are sometimes loosely denoted as the Lagrangian
and Eulerian frame of reference. However, in gen-
eral both the Lagrangian and Eulerian speciﬁcation of the
ﬂow ﬁeld can be applied in any observer’s frame of refer-
ence, and in any coordinate system usedwithin the chosen
frame of reference.
6.1 Description
In the Eulerian speciﬁcation of the ﬂow ﬁeld, the ﬂow
quantities are depicted as a function of position x and
time t. Speciﬁcally, the ﬂow is described by a function
v (x; t)
giving the ﬂow velocity at position x at time t.
On the other hand, in the Lagrangian speciﬁcation, indi-
vidual ﬂuid parcels are followed through time. The ﬂuid
parcels are labelled by some (time-independent) vector
ﬁeld a. (Often, a is chosen to be the center of mass of
the parcels at some initial time t0. It is chosen in this par-
ticular manner to account for the possible changes of the
shape over time. Therefore the center of mass is a good
parametrization of the velocity v of the parcel.)[1] In the
Lagrangian description, the ﬂow is described by a func-
tion
X (a; t)
giving the position of the parcel labeled a at time t.
The two speciﬁcations are related as follows:[2]
v (X(a; t); t) = @X
@t
(a; t)
because both sides describe the velocity of the parcel la-
beled a at time t.
Within a chosen coordinate system, a and x are referred
to as the Lagrangian coordinates and Eulerian coor-
dinates of the ﬂow.
6.2 Substantial derivative
Main article: Material derivative
The Lagrangian and Eulerian speciﬁcations of the
kinematics and dynamics of the ﬂow ﬁeld are related
by the substantial derivative (also called the Lagrangian
derivative, convective derivative, material derivative, or
particle derivative).[1]
Suppose we have a ﬂow ﬁeld with Eulerian speciﬁcation v,
and we are also given some function F(x,t) deﬁned for ev-
ery position x and every time t. (For instance, F could be
an external force ﬁeld, or temperature.) Now one might
ask about the total rate of change of F experienced by a





+ (v  r)F
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(where ∇ denotes the gradient with respect to x, and the
operator v⋅∇ is to be applied to each component of F.)
This tells us that the total rate of change of the function F
as the ﬂuid parcels moves through a ﬂow ﬁeld described
by its Eulerian speciﬁcation v is equal to the sum of the
local rate of change and the convective rate of change of
F. This is a consequence of the chain rule since we are
diﬀerentiating the function F(X(a,t),t) with respect to t.
Conservation laws for a unit mass have a Lagrangian
form, which together withmass conservation produce Eu-
lerian conservation; on the contrary when ﬂuid particle
can exchange the quantity (like energy or momentum)






 Frame of reference
 Generalized Lagrangian mean
 Lagrangian particle tracking
 Semi-Lagrangian scheme
 Streamlines, streaklines, and pathlines
 Trajectory (ﬂuid mechanics)
6.4 Notes
[1] Batchelor (1973) pp. 71–73.
[2] Lamb (1994) §3–§7 and §13–§16.
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Lagrangian mechanics is a re-formulation of classical
mechanics using the principle of stationary action (also
called the principle of least action).[1] Lagrangian me-
chanics applies to systems whether or not they conserve
energy or momentum, and it provides conditions under
which energy, momentum or both are conserved.[2] It was
introduced by the Italian-French mathematician Joseph-
Louis Lagrange in 1788.
In Lagrangian mechanics, the trajectory of a system of
particles is derived by solving the Lagrange equations
in one of two forms, either the Lagrange equations of
the ﬁrst kind,[3] which treat constraints explicitly as ex-
tra equations, often using Lagrange multipliers;[4][5] or
the Lagrange equations of the second kind, which
incorporate the constraints directly by judicious choice
of generalized coordinates.[3][6] The fundamental lemma
of the calculus of variations shows that solving the La-
grange equations is equivalent to ﬁnding the path for
which the action functional is stationary, a quantity that
is the integral of the Lagrangian over time.
The use of generalized coordinates may considerably
simplify a system’s analysis. For example, consider a
small frictionless bead traveling in a groove. If one is
tracking the bead as a particle, calculation of the motion
of the bead using Newtonian mechanics would require
solving for the time-varying constraint force required to
keep the bead in the groove. For the same problem us-
ing Lagrangian mechanics, one looks at the path of the
groove and chooses a set of independent generalized co-
ordinates that completely characterize the possible mo-
tion of the bead. This choice eliminates the need for the
constraint force to enter into the resultant system of equa-
tions. There are fewer equations since one is not directly





For one particle acted on by external forces, Newton’s
second law forms a set of 3 second-order ordinary diﬀer-
ential equations, one for each dimension. Therefore, the
motion of the particle can be completely described by 6
independent variables: 3 initial position coordinates and
3 initial velocity coordinates. Given these, the general
solutions to Newton’s second law become particular so-
lutions that determine the time evolution of the particle’s
behaviour after its initial state (t = 0).
The most familiar set of variables for position r = (r1, r2,
r3) and velocity _rj = ( _r1; _r2; _r3) are Cartesian coordi-
nates and their time derivatives (i.e. position (x, y, z) and
velocity (vx, vy, vz) components). Determining forces in
terms of standard coordinates can be complicated, and
usually requires much labour.
An alternative and more eﬃcient approach is to use only
as many coordinates as are needed to deﬁne the position
of the particle, at the same time incorporating the con-
straints on the system, and writing down kinetic and po-
tential energies. In other words, to determine the number
of degrees of freedom the particle has, i.e. the number
of possible ways the system can move subject to the con-
straints (forces that prevent it moving in certain paths).
Energies are much easier to write down and calculate than
forces, since energy is a scalar while forces are vectors.
These coordinates are generalized coordinates, denoted qj
, and there is one for each degree of freedom. Their corre-
sponding time derivatives are the generalized velocities,
_qj . The number of degrees of freedom is usually not
equal to the number of spatial dimensions: multi-body
systems in 3-dimensional space (such as Barton’s Pendu-
lums, planets in the solar system, or atoms in molecules)
can have many more degrees of freedom incorporating
rotations as well as translations. This contrasts the num-
ber of spatial coordinates used with Newton’s laws above.
Mathematical formulation
The position vector r in a standard coordinate system
(like Cartesian, spherical etc.), is related to the general-
ized coordinates by some transformation equation:
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r = r(qi; t):
where there are as many qi as needed (number of degrees
of freedom in the system). Likewise for velocity and gen-
eralized velocities.
For example, for a simple pendulum of length ℓ, there
is the constraint of the pendulum bob’s suspension
(rod/wire/string etc.). The position r depends on the x
and y coordinates at time t, that is, r(t)=(x(t),y(t)), how-
ever x and y are coupled to each other in a constraint equa-
tion (if x changes ymust change, and vice versa). A logi-
cal choice for a generalized coordinate is the angle of the
pendulum from vertical, θ, so we have r = (x(θ), y(θ)) =
r(θ), in which θ = θ(t). Then the transformation equation
would be
r((t)) = (` sin ; ` cos )
and so
_r((t); _(t)) = (` _ cos ; ` _ sin )
which corresponds to the one degree of freedom the pen-
dulum has. The term “generalized coordinates” is really
a holdover from the period when Cartesian coordinates
were the default coordinate system.
In general, from m independent generalized coordinates
qj, the following transformation equations hold for a sys-
tem composed of n particles:[7]:260
r1 = r1(q1; q2;    ; qm; t)
r2 = r2(q1; q2;    ; qm; t)
...
rn = rn(q1; q2;    ; qm; t)
where m indicates the total number of generalized coor-
dinates. An expression for the virtual displacement (in-
ﬁnitesimal), δri of the system for time-independent con-
straints or “velocity-dependent constraints” is the same







where j is an integer label corresponding to a generalized
coordinate.
The generalized coordinates form a discrete set of vari-
ables that deﬁne the conﬁguration of a system. The con-
tinuum analogue for deﬁning a ﬁeld are ﬁeld variables,
say ϕ(r, t), which represents density function varying with
position and time.
7.1.2 D'Alembert’s principle and general-
ized forces
D'Alembert’s principle introduces the concept of virtual
work due to applied forces Fi and inertial forces, acting
on a three-dimensional accelerating system of n particles
whose motion is consistent with its constraints,[7]:269
Mathematically the virtual work done δW on a particle
of mass mi through a virtual displacement δri (consistent
with the constraints) is:
where ai are the accelerations of the particles in the sys-







(Fi  miai)  @ri
@qj
qj = 0:
this expression suggests that the applied forces may be
expressed as generalized forces, Qj. Dividing by δqj gives










If the forces Fi are conservative, there is a scalar potential
ﬁeld V in which the gradient of V is the force:[7]:266 & 270








i.e. generalized forces can be reduced to a potential gra-
dient in terms of generalized coordinates. The previous
result may be easier to see by recognizing thatV is a func-
tion of the ri, which are in turn functions of qj, and then
applying the chain rule to the derivative of V with respect
to qj.
7.1.3 Kinetic energy relations








The partial derivatives of T with respect to the gen-
eralized coordinates qj and generalized velocities _qj
are:[7]:269























































Newton’s laws are contained in it, yet there is no need to
ﬁnd the constraint forces because virtual work and gen-
eralized coordinates (which account for constraints) are
used. This equation in itself is not actually used in prac-
tice, but is a step towards deriving Lagrange’s equations
(see below).[8]
7.1.4 Lagrangian and action
The core element of Lagrangian mechanics is the
Lagrangian function, which summarizes the dynamics of
the entire system in a very simple expression. The physics
of analyzing a system is reduced to choosing the most
convenient set of generalized coordinates, determining
the kinetic and potential energies of the constituents of
the system, then writing down the equation for the La-
grangian to use in Lagrange’s equations. It is deﬁned by
[9]
L = T   V
where T is the total kinetic energy and V is the total po-
tential energy of the system.
The next fundamental element is the action S , deﬁned as





This also contains the dynamics of the system, and has
deep theoretical implications (discussed below). Techni-
cally, the action is a functional, that is, it is a function that
maps the full Lagrangian function for all times between
t1 and t2 to a scalar value for the action. Its dimensions
are the same as angular momentum.
In classical ﬁeld theory, the physical system is not a set
of discrete particles, but rather a continuous ﬁeld deﬁned
over a region of 3d space. Associated with the ﬁeld is
a Lagrangian density L(r; t) deﬁned in terms of the ﬁeld
and its derivatives at a location r . The total Lagrangian is





where d3r is a 3d diﬀerential volume element, must be







7.1.5 Hamilton’s principle of stationary
action
Let q0 and q1 be the coordinates at respective initial and
ﬁnal times t0 and t1. Using the calculus of variations, it
can be shown that Lagrange’s equations are equivalent to
Hamilton’s principle:
The trajectory of the system between t0 and t1
has a stationary action S.
By stationary, we mean that the action does not vary to
ﬁrst-order from inﬁnitesimal deformations of the trajec-
tory, with the end-points (q0, t0) and (q1,t1) ﬁxed. Hamil-
ton’s principle can be written as:
S = 0:
Thus, instead of thinking about particles accelerating in
response to applied forces, one might think of them pick-
ing out the path with a stationary action.
Hamilton’s principle is sometimes referred to as the
principle of least action, however the action functional
need only be stationary, not necessarily a maximum or
a minimum value. Any variation of the functional gives
an increase in the functional integral of the action.
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We can use this principle instead of Newton’s Laws as the
fundamental principle of mechanics, this allows us to use
an integral principle (Newton’s Laws are based on dif-
ferential equations so they are a diﬀerential principle) as
the basis for mechanics. However it is not widely stated
that Hamilton’s principle is a variational principle only
with holonomic constraints, if we are dealing with non-
holonomic systems then the variational principle should
be replaced with one involving d'Alembert principle of
virtual work. Working only with holonomic constraints is
the price we have to pay for using an elegant variational
formulation of mechanics.
7.2 Lagrange equations of the ﬁrst
kind
Lagrange introduced an analytical method for ﬁnding sta-
tionary points using the method of Lagrange multipliers,
and also applied it to mechanics.
For a system subject to the (holonomic) constraint equa-
tion on the generalized coordinates:
F (r1; r2; r3) = A














where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. By analogy with the


















denotes the variational derivative.
For e constraint equations F1, F2,..., Fe, there is a La-
grange multiplier for each constraint equation, and La-
grange’s equations of the ﬁrst kind generalize to:
This procedure does increase the number of equations,
but there are enough to solve for all of the multipliers.
The number of equations generated is the number of con-
straint equations plus the number of coordinates, i.e. e +
m. The advantage of the method is that (potentially com-
plicated) substitution and elimination of variables linked
by constraint equations can be bypassed.
There is a connection between the constraint equations
Fj and the constraint forces Nj acting in the conservative







which is derived below.
7.3 Lagrange equations of the sec-
ond kind
7.3.1 Euler–Lagrange equations
For any system with m degrees of freedom, the Lagrange
equations include m generalized coordinates and m gen-
eralized velocities. Below, we sketch out the derivation
of the Lagrange equations of the second kind. In this
context, V is used rather than U for potential energy and
T replaces K for kinetic energy. See the references for
more detailed and more general derivations.
The equations of motion in Lagrangian mechanics are the
Lagrange equations of the second kind, also known as
the Euler–Lagrange equations:[8][10]
where j = 1, 2,...m represents the jth degree of free-
dom, qj are the generalized coordinates, and _qj are the
generalized velocities.
Although the mathematics required for Lagrange’s equa-
tions appears signiﬁcantly more complicated than New-
ton’s laws, this does point to deeper insights into classical
mechanics than Newton’s laws alone: in particular, sym-
metry and conservation. In practice it’s often easier to
solve a problem using the Lagrange equations than New-
ton’s laws, because the minimum generalized coordinates
qi can be chosen by convenience to exploit symmetries in
the system, and constraint forces are incorporated into the
geometry of the problem. There is one Lagrange equa-
tion for each generalized coordinate qi.
For a system of many particles, each particle can have
diﬀerent numbers of degrees of freedom from the others.
In each of the Lagrange equations, T is the total kinetic
energy of the system, and V the total potential energy.
7.3.2 Derivation of Lagrange’s equations
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Hamilton’s principle
The Euler–Lagrange equations follow directly from
Hamilton’s principle, and are mathematically equivalent.





F (x; y; y0)dx
leads to the general Euler–Lagrange equation for station-








Then making the replacements:
x! t; y ! q; y0 ! _q; F ! L; J ! S
yields the Lagrange equations formechanics. Sincemath-
ematically Hamilton’s equations can be derived from La-
grange’s equations (by a Legendre transformation) and
Lagrange’s equations can be derived from Newton’s laws,
all of which are equivalent and summarize classical me-
chanics, this means classical mechanics is fundamen-
tally ruled by a variation principle (Hamilton’s principle
above).
Generalized forces
For a conservative system, since the potential ﬁeld is only
a function of position, not velocity, Lagrange’s equations















































This is consistent with the results derived above and may
be seen by diﬀerentiating the right side of the Lagrangian
with respect to _qj and time, and solely with respect to qj,
adding the results and associating terms with the equa-
tions for Fi and Qj.
Newton’s laws
As the following derivation shows, no new physics is in-
troduced, so the Lagrange equations can describe the
dynamics of a classical system equivalently as Newton’s
laws.
When qi = ri (i.e. the generalized coordinates are simply
the Cartesian coordinates), it is straightforward to check
that Lagrange’s equations reduce to Newton’s second law.
7.3.3 Dissipation function
Main article: Rayleigh dissipation function
In a more general formulation, the forces could be both
potential and viscous. If an appropriate transformation
can be found from the Fᵢ, Rayleigh suggests using a dis-









where Cjk are constants that are related to the damping
coeﬃcients in the physical system, though not necessarily
equal to them




















In this section two examples are provided in which the
above concepts are applied. The ﬁrst example establishes
that in a simple case, the Newtonian approach and the
Lagrangian formalism agree. The second case illustrates
the power of the above formalism, in a case that is hard
to solve with Newton’s laws.
Falling mass
Consider a point massm falling freely from rest. By grav-
ity a force F =mg is exerted on the mass (assuming g con-
stant during the motion). Filling in the force in Newton’s





follows (by taking the antiderivative of the antiderivative,
and choosing the origin as the starting point). This result
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can also be derived through the Lagrangian formalism.
Take x to be the coordinate, which is 0 at the starting
point. The kinetic energy is T = 1⁄2mv2 and the potential
energy is V = −mgx; hence,










= mg  md _xdt
which can be rewritten as x = g , yielding the same result
as earlier.
Pendulum on a movable support
Consider a pendulum of mass m and length ℓ, which is
attached to a support with massM, which can move along
a line in the x-direction. Let x be the coordinate along the
line of the support, and let us denote the position of the
pendulum by the angle θ from the vertical.
Sketch of the situation with deﬁnition of the coordinates (click to
enlarge)
The kinetic energy can then be shown to be














` _ sin 
2
;
and the potential energy of the system is
V = mgypend =  mg` cos :
The Lagrangian is therefore








` _ sin 
2
+mg` cos 
= 12 (M +m) _x
2 +m _x` _ cos  + 12m`2 _2 +mg` cos 









(M +m)x+m` cos   m` _2 sin  = 0
indicating the presence of a constant of motion. Perform-




m( _x` cos  + `2 _)
i





cos  + g
`
sin  = 0:
These equations may look quite complicated, but ﬁnding
them with Newton’s laws would have required carefully
identifying all forces, which would have been much more
laborious and prone to errors. By considering limit cases,
the correctness of this system can be veriﬁed: For ex-
ample, x ! 0 should give the equations of motion for
a pendulum that is at rest in some inertial frame, while
 ! 0 should give the equations for a pendulum in a con-
stantly accelerating system, etc. Furthermore, it is trivial
to obtain the results numerically, given suitable starting
conditions and a chosen time step, by stepping through
the results iteratively.
Two-body central force problem
The basic problem is that of two bodies in orbit about
each other attracted by a central force. The Jacobi coor-
dinates are introduced; namely, the location of the center
of mass R and the separation of the bodies r (the relative
position). The Lagrangian is then[11][12]








= Lcm + Lrel
where M is the total mass, μ is the reduced mass, and
U the potential of the radial force. The Lagrangian is
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divided into a center-of-mass term and a relative motion
term. The R equation from the Euler–Lagrange system
is simply:
M R = 0;
resulting in simple motion of the center of mass in a
straight line at constant velocity. The relative motion is






_r2 + r2 _2

  U(r);
which does not depend upon θ, therefore an ignorable co-
ordinate. The Lagrange equation for θ is then:
@L
@ _
= r2 _ = constant = `;
where ℓ is the conserved angular momentum. The La-










r _2   dU
dr
= r:
This equation is identical to the radial equation obtained
using Newton’s laws in a co-rotating reference frame, that
is, a frame rotating with the reduced mass so it appears
stationary. If the angular velocity is replaced by its value












which is the equation of motion for a one-dimensional
problem in which a particle of mass μ is subjected to the
inward central force −dU/dr and a second outward force,
called in this context the centrifugal force:





Of course, if one remains entirely within the one-
dimensional formulation, ℓ enters only as some imposed
parameter of the external outward force, and its inter-
pretation as angular momentum depends upon the more
general two-dimensional problem from which the one-
dimensional problem originated.
If one arrives at this equation using Newtonian mechan-
ics in a co-rotating frame, the interpretation is evident
as the centrifugal force in that frame due to the rotation
of the frame itself. If one arrives at this equation di-
rectly by using the generalized coordinates (r, θ) and sim-
ply following the Lagrangian formulation without think-
ing about frames at all, the interpretation is that the cen-
trifugal force is an outgrowth of using polar coordinates.
As Hildebrand says:[14] “Since such quantities are not
true physical forces, they are often called inertia forces.
Their presence or absence depends, not upon the par-
ticular problem at hand, but upon the coordinate system
chosen.” In particular, if Cartesian coordinates are cho-
sen, the centrifugal force disappears, and the formulation
involves only the central force itself, which provides the
centripetal force for a curved motion.
This viewpoint, that ﬁctitious forces originate in the
choice of coordinates, often is expressed by users of
the Lagrangian method. This view arises naturally in
the Lagrangian approach, because the frame of refer-
ence is (possibly unconsciously) selected by the choice
of coordinates.[15] Unfortunately, this usage of “inertial
force” conﬂicts with the Newtonian idea of an inertial
force. In the Newtonian view, an inertial force originates
in the acceleration of the frame of observation (the fact
that it is not an inertial frame of reference), not in the
choice of coordinate system. To keep matters clear, it is
safest to refer to the Lagrangian inertial forces as gener-
alized inertial forces, to distinguish them from the New-
tonian vector inertial forces. That is, one should avoid
following Hildebrand when he says (p. 155) “we deal al-
wayswith generalized forces, velocities accelerations, and
momenta. For brevity, the adjective “generalized” will be
omitted frequently.”
It is known that the Lagrangian of a system is not unique.
Within the Lagrangian formalism the Newtonian ﬁcti-
tious forces can be identiﬁed by the existence of alter-
native Lagrangians in which the ﬁctitious forces disap-
pear, sometimes found by exploiting the symmetry of the
system.[16]
7.4 Extensions of Lagrangian me-
chanics
The Hamiltonian, denoted by H, is obtained by perform-
ing a Legendre transformation on the Lagrangian, which
introduces new variables, canonically conjugate to the
original variables. This doubles the number of variables,
but makes diﬀerential equations ﬁrst order. The Hamilto-
nian is the basis for an alternative formulation of classical
mechanics known as Hamiltonian mechanics. It is a par-
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ticularly ubiquitous quantity in quantum mechanics (see
Hamiltonian (quantum mechanics)).
In 1948, Feynman discovered the path integral formula-
tion extending the principle of least action to quantum
mechanics for electrons and photons. In this formula-
tion, particles travel every possible path between the ini-
tial and ﬁnal states; the probability of a speciﬁc ﬁnal
state is obtained by summing over all possible trajecto-
ries leading to it. In the classical regime, the path integral
formulation cleanly reproduces Hamilton’s principle, and
Fermat’s principle in optics.
Dissipation (i.e. non-conservative systems) can also be
treated with an eﬀective Lagrangian formulated by a cer-











 Restricted three-body problem
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Hamiltonian mechanics is a theory developed as a re-
formulation of classical mechanics and predicts the same
outcomes as non-Hamiltonian classical mechanics. It
uses a diﬀerent mathematical formalism, providing a
more abstract understanding of the theory. Historically,
it was an important reformulation of classical mechan-
ics, which later contributed to the formulation of quantum
mechanics.
Hamiltonian mechanics was ﬁrst formulated by William
Rowan Hamilton in 1833, starting from Lagrangian me-
chanics, a previous reformulation of classical mechanics
introduced by Joseph Louis Lagrange in 1788.
8.1 Overview
In Hamiltonian mechanics, a classical physical system is
described by a set of canonical coordinates r = (q;p) ,
where each component of the coordinate qi; pi is indexed
to the frame of reference of the system.
The time evolution of the system is uniquely deﬁned by
Hamilton’s equations:[1]
where H = H(q;p; t) is the Hamiltonian, which often
corresponds to the total energy of the system.[2] For a
closed system, it is the sum of the kinetic and potential
energy in the system.
In classical mechanics, the time evolution is obtained by
computing the total force being exerted on each particle
of the system, and from Newton’s second law, the time-
evolutions of both position and velocity are computed. In
contrast, in Hamiltonian mechanics, the time evolution is
obtained by computing the Hamiltonian of the system in
the generalized coordinates and inserting it in the Hamil-
tonian equations. It is important to point out that this
approach is equivalent to the one used in Lagrangian me-
chanics. In fact, as will be shown below, the Hamiltonian
is the Legendre transform of the Lagrangian, and thus
both approaches give the same equations for the same
generalized momentum. The main motivation to use
Hamiltonian mechanics instead of Lagrangian mechan-
ics comes from the symplectic structure of Hamiltonian
systems.
While Hamiltonian mechanics can be used to describe
simple systems such as a bouncing ball, a pendulum or an
oscillating spring in which energy changes from kinetic to
potential and back again over time, its strength is shown in
more complex dynamic systems, such as planetary orbits
in celestial mechanics.[3] Naturally, the more degrees of
freedom the system has, the more complicated its time
evolution is and, in most cases, it becomes chaotic.
8.1.1 Basic physical interpretation
A simple interpretation of the Hamilton mechanics
comes from its application on a one-dimensional system
consisting of one particle of mass m under no exter-
nal forces applied. The Hamiltonian represents the to-
tal energy of the system, which is the sum of kinetic and
potential energy, traditionally denoted T and V, respec-
tively. Here q is the coordinate and p is the momentum,
mv. Then
H = T + V; T = p
2
2m
; V = V (q):
Note that T is a function of p alone, while V is a function
of q alone (i.e., T and V are scleronomic ).
In this example, the time-derivative of the momentum
p equals the Newtonian force, and so the ﬁrst Hamilton
equation means that the force equals the negative gradient
of potential energy. The time-derivative of q is the veloc-
ity, and so the second Hamilton equation means that the
particle’s velocity equals the derivative of its kinetic en-
ergy with respect to its momentum.
8.1.2 Calculating a Hamiltonian from a
Lagrangian
Given a Lagrangian in terms of the generalized coordi-
nates qi and generalized velocities _qi and time:
1. The momenta are calculated by diﬀerentiating the
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Lagrangian with respect to the (generalized) veloci-
ties: pi(qi; _qi; t) = @L@ _qi :
2. The velocities _qi are expressed in terms of the mo-
menta pi by inverting the expressions in the previous
step.
3. The Hamiltonian is calculated using the usual def-
inition of H as the Legendre transformation of L :
H = Pi _qi @L@ _qi   L = Pi _qipi   L : Then the ve-locities are substituted for using the previous results.
8.2 Deriving Hamilton’s equations
Hamilton’s equations can be derived by looking at how
the total diﬀerential of the Lagrangian depends on time,

































































The term on the left-hand side is just the Hamiltonian that












We can also calculate the total diﬀerential of the Hamil-
tonianH with respect to time directly, as we did with the
















It follows from the previous two independent equations
that their right-hand sides are equal with each other. Thus

























Since this calculation was done oﬀ-shell, we can associate



























Thus Hamilton’s equations hold on-shell:
@H
@qj








8.3 As a reformulation of La-
grangian mechanics
Starting with Lagrangianmechanics, the equations ofmo-
tion are based on generalized coordinates
fqj j j = 1; : : : ; Ng
and matching generalized velocities
f _qj j j = 1; : : : ; Ng :
We write the Lagrangian as
L(qj ; _qj ; t)
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with the subscripted variables understood to represent all
N variables of that type. Hamiltonian mechanics aims to
replace the generalized velocity variables with general-
ized momentum variables, also known as conjugate mo-
menta. By doing so, it is possible to handle certain sys-
tems, such as aspects of quantum mechanics, that would
otherwise be even more complicated.
For each generalized velocity, there is one corresponding





In Cartesian coordinates, the generalized momenta are
precisely the physical linear momenta. In circular po-
lar coordinates, the generalized momentum correspond-
ing to the angular velocity is the physical angular momen-
tum. For an arbitrary choice of generalized coordinates,
it may not be possible to obtain an intuitive interpretation
of the conjugate momenta.
One thing which is not too obvious in this coordinate
dependent formulation is that diﬀerent generalized co-
ordinates are really nothing more than diﬀerent coor-
dinate patches on the same symplectic manifold (see
Mathematical formalism, below).
The Hamiltonian is the Legendre transform of the
Lagrangian:
H (qj ; pj ; t) =
X
i
_qipi   L(qj ; _qj ; t):
If the transformation equations deﬁning the generalized
coordinates are independent of t, and the Lagrangian is a
sum of products of functions (in the generalized coordi-
nates) which are homogeneous of order 0, 1 or 2, then it
can be shown that H is equal to the total energy E = T +
V.











































Substituting the previous deﬁnition of the conjugate mo-
menta into this equation and matching coeﬃcients, we
obtain the equations of motion of Hamiltonian mechan-
ics, known as the canonical equations of Hamilton:
@H
@qj








Hamilton’s equations consist of 2n ﬁrst-order diﬀerential
equations, while Lagrange’s equations consist of n
second-order equations. However, Hamilton’s equations
usually don't reduce the diﬃculty of ﬁnding explicit solu-
tions. They still oﬀer some advantages, since important
theoretical results can be derived because coordinates and
momenta are independent variables with nearly symmet-
ric roles.
Hamilton’s equations have another advantage over La-
grange’s equations: if a system has a symmetry, such that
a coordinate does not occur in the Hamiltonian, the cor-
responding momentum is conserved, and that coordinate
can be ignored in the other equations of the set. Eﬀec-
tively, this reduces the problem from n coordinates to (n-
1) coordinates. In the Lagrangian framework, of course
the result that the corresponding momentum is conserved
still follows immediately, but all the generalized veloci-
ties still occur in the Lagrangian - we still have to solve a
system of equations in n coordinates.[2]
The Lagrangian and Hamiltonian approaches provide the
groundwork for deeper results in the theory of classical
mechanics, and for formulations of quantum mechanics.
8.4 Geometry of Hamiltonian sys-
tems
A Hamiltonian system may be understood as a ﬁber bun-
dle E over time R, with the ﬁbers Et, t ∈ R, being the
position space. The Lagrangian is thus a function on the
jet bundle J over E; taking the ﬁberwise Legendre trans-
form of the Lagrangian produces a function on the dual
bundle over time whose ﬁber at t is the cotangent space
T*Et, which comes equipped with a natural symplectic
form, and this latter function is the Hamiltonian.
8.5 Generalization to quantum
mechanics through Poisson
bracket
Hamilton’s equations above work well for classical me-
chanics, but not for quantum mechanics, since the diﬀer-
ential equations discussed assume that one can specify the
exact position and momentum of the particle simultane-
ously at any point in time. However, the equations can be
further generalized to then be extended to apply to quan-
tum mechanics as well as to classical mechanics, through
the deformation of the Poisson algebra over p and q to the
algebra of Moyal brackets.
Speciﬁcally, the more general form of the Hamilton’s
equation reads





where f is some function of p and q, andH is the Hamilto-
nian. To ﬁnd out the rules for evaluating a Poisson bracket
without resorting to diﬀerential equations, see Lie alge-
bra; a Poisson bracket is the name for the Lie bracket in a
Poisson algebra. These Poisson brackets can then be ex-
tended to Moyal brackets comporting to an inequivalent
Lie algebra, as proven by H. Groenewold, and thereby de-
scribe quantum mechanical diﬀusion in phase space (See
the phase space formulation andWeyl quantization). This
more algebraic approach not only permits ultimately ex-
tending probability distributions in phase space toWigner
quasi-probability distributions, but, at the mere Poisson
bracket classical setting, also provides more power in
helping analyze the relevant conserved quantities in a sys-
tem.
8.6 Mathematical formalism
Any smooth real-valued functionH on a symplectic man-
ifold can be used to deﬁne a Hamiltonian system. The
function H is known as the Hamiltonian or the en-
ergy function. The symplectic manifold is then called
the phase space. The Hamiltonian induces a special
vector ﬁeld on the symplectic manifold, known as the
Hamiltonian vector ﬁeld.
The Hamiltonian vector ﬁeld (a special type of symplectic
vector ﬁeld) induces a Hamiltonian ﬂow on the man-
ifold. This is a one-parameter family of transforma-
tions of the manifold (the parameter of the curves is
commonly called the time); in other words an isotopy
of symplectomorphisms, starting with the identity. By
Liouville’s theorem, each symplectomorphism preserves
the volume form on the phase space. The collection of
symplectomorphisms induced by the Hamiltonian ﬂow
is commonly called the Hamiltonian mechanics of the
Hamiltonian system.
The symplectic structure induces a Poisson bracket. The
Poisson bracket gives the space of functions on the man-
ifold the structure of a Lie algebra.





f + f f;Hg:
If we have a probability distribution, ρ, then (since the
phase space velocity ( _pi; _qi ) has zero divergence, and
probability is conserved) its convective derivative can be
shown to be zero and so
@
@t
 =  f ;Hg:
This is called Liouville’s theorem. Every smooth func-
tion G over the symplectic manifold generates a one-
parameter family of symplectomorphisms and if { G, H
} = 0, then G is conserved and the symplectomorphisms
are symmetry transformations.
A Hamiltonian may have multiple conserved quantities
Gi. If the symplectic manifold has dimension 2n and
there are n functionally independent conserved quantities
Gi which are in involution (i.e., { Gi, Gj } = 0), then
the Hamiltonian is Liouville integrable. The Liouville-
Arnold theorem says that locally, any Liouville integrable
Hamiltonian can be transformed via a symplectomor-
phism in a new Hamiltonian with the conserved quan-
tities Gi as coordinates; the new coordinates are called
action-angle coordinates. The transformed Hamiltonian
depends only on the Gi, and hence the equations of mo-
tion have the simple form
_Gi = 0; _'i = F (G);
for some function F (Arnol'd et al., 1988). There is an
entire ﬁeld focusing on small deviations from integrable
systems governed by the KAM theorem.
The integrability of Hamiltonian vector ﬁelds is an open
question. In general, Hamiltonian systems are chaotic;
concepts of measure, completeness, integrability and sta-
bility are poorly deﬁned. At this time, the study of
dynamical systems is primarily qualitative, and not a
quantitative science.
8.7 Riemannian manifolds
An important special case consists of those Hamiltonians
that are quadratic forms, that is, Hamiltonians that can be
written as
H(q; p) = 1
2
hp; piq
where h; iq is a smoothly varying inner product on the
ﬁbers T qQ , the cotangent space to the point q in the
conﬁguration space, sometimes called a cometric. This
Hamiltonian consists entirely of the kinetic term.
If one considers a Riemannian manifold or a pseudo-
Riemannian manifold, the Riemannian metric induces a
linear isomorphism between the tangent and cotangent
bundles. (See Musical isomorphism). Using this iso-
morphism, one can deﬁne a cometric. (In coordinates,
the matrix deﬁning the cometric is the inverse of the ma-
trix deﬁning the metric.) The solutions to the Hamilton–
Jacobi equations for this Hamiltonian are then the same
as the geodesics on the manifold. In particular, the
Hamiltonian ﬂow in this case is the same thing as the
geodesic ﬂow. The existence of such solutions, and the
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completeness of the set of solutions, are discussed in de-
tail in the article on geodesics. See also Geodesics as
Hamiltonian ﬂows.
8.8 Sub-Riemannian manifolds
When the cometric is degenerate, then it is not invertible.
In this case, one does not have a Riemannian manifold,
as one does not have a metric. However, the Hamiltonian
still exists. In the case where the cometric is degenerate
at every point q of the conﬁguration space manifold Q, so
that the rank of the cometric is less than the dimension of
the manifold Q, one has a sub-Riemannian manifold.
The Hamiltonian in this case is known as a sub-
Riemannian Hamiltonian. Every such Hamiltonian
uniquely determines the cometric, and vice-versa. This
implies that every sub-Riemannian manifold is uniquely
determined by its sub-Riemannian Hamiltonian, and that
the converse is true: every sub-Riemannian manifold
has a unique sub-Riemannian Hamiltonian. The exis-
tence of sub-Riemannian geodesics is given by the Chow–
Rashevskii theorem.
The continuous, real-valued Heisenberg group provides a
simple example of a sub-Riemannian manifold. For the
Heisenberg group, the Hamiltonian is given by








pz is not involved in the Hamiltonian.
8.9 Poisson algebras
Hamiltonian systems can be generalized in various ways.
Instead of simply looking at the algebra of smooth func-
tions over a symplectic manifold, Hamiltonian mechan-
ics can be formulated on general commutative unital real
Poisson algebras. A state is a continuous linear func-
tional on the Poisson algebra (equipped with some suit-
able topology) such that for any element A of the algebra,
A² maps to a nonnegative real number.
A further generalization is given by Nambu dynamics.
8.10 Charged particle in an electro-
magnetic ﬁeld
A good illustration of Hamiltonian mechanics is given
by the Hamiltonian of a charged particle in an
electromagnetic ﬁeld. In Cartesian coordinates (i.e. qi =
xi ), the Lagrangian of a non-relativistic classical particle










e _xiAi   e;
where e is the electric charge of the particle (not neces-
sarily the elementary charge),  is the electric scalar po-
tential, and the Ai are the components of the magnetic
vector potential (these may be modiﬁed through a gauge
transformation). This is called minimal coupling.




= m _xi + eAi:






If we substitute the deﬁnition of the momenta, and the
deﬁnitions of the velocities in terms of the momenta, into
the deﬁnition of the Hamiltonian given above, and then










This equation is used frequently in quantum mechanics.
8.11 Relativistic charged particle
in an electromagnetic ﬁeld








 e(~x(t); t)+e _~x(t) ~A(~x(t); t) :









+ e ~A(~x(t); t) ;
that is, the sum of the kinetic momentum and the poten-
tial momentum.
Solving for the velocity, we get
_~x(t) =
~P (t)  e ~A(~x(t); t)r
m2 + 1c2

~P (t)  e ~A(~x(t); t)
2 :
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So the Hamiltonian is




~P (t)  e ~A(~x(t); t)
2
+e(~x(t); t) :




= e(~r ~A)  _~x  e~r





1A = e ~E + e _~x ~B :
An equivalent expression for the Hamiltonian as function
of the relativistic (kinetic) momentum, ~p = m _~x(t) ; is
H(t) = _~x(t)~p (t)+mc
2

+e(~x(t); t) = mc2+e(~x(t); t) = E+V :
This has the advantage that ~p can be measured experi-
mentally whereas ~P cannot. Notice that the Hamiltonian
(total energy) can be viewed as the sum of the relativistic
energy (kinetic+rest), E = mc2 ; plus the potential en-
ergy, V = e :
8.12 See also
 Canonical transformation
 Classical ﬁeld theory
 Covariant Hamiltonian ﬁeld theory
 Classical mechanics





 Hamiltonian (quantum mechanics)
 Quantum Hamilton’s equations
 Quantum ﬁeld theory
 Hamiltonian optics
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Chapter 9
Classical mechanics
Diagram of orbital motion of a satellite around the earth, show-
ing perpendicular velocity and acceleration (force) vectors.
In physics, classical mechanics and quantum mechan-
ics are the two major sub-ﬁelds of mechanics. Classical
mechanics is concerned with the set of physical laws de-
scribing the motion of bodies under the action of a system
of forces. The study of the motion of bodies is an ancient
one, making classical mechanics one of the oldest and
largest subjects in science, engineering and technology.
It is also widely known as Newtonian mechanics.
Classical mechanics describes the motion of macroscopic
objects, from projectiles to parts of machinery, as well as
astronomical objects, such as spacecraft, planets, stars,
and galaxies. Besides this, many specializations within
the subject deal with solids, liquids and gases and other
speciﬁc sub-topics. Classical mechanics also provides ex-
tremely accurate results as long as the domain of study
is restricted to large objects and the speeds involved do
not approach the speed of light. When the objects being
dealt with become suﬃciently small, it becomes neces-
sary to introduce the other major sub-ﬁeld of mechan-
ics, quantum mechanics, which reconciles the macro-
scopic laws of physics with the atomic nature of mat-
ter and handles the wave–particle duality of atoms and
molecules. However, when both quantum mechanics and
classical mechanics cannot apply, such as at the quantum
level with many degrees of freedom, quantum ﬁeld theory
(QFT) becomes applicable. QFT deals with small dis-
tances and large speeds with many degrees of freedom
as well as the possibility of any change in the number of
particles throughout the interaction. To deal with large
degrees of freedom at the macroscopic level, statistical
mechanics becomes valid. Statistical mechanics explores
the large number of particles and their interactions as a
whole in everyday life. Statistical mechanics is mainly
used in thermodynamics. In the case of high velocity ob-
jects approaching the speed of light, classical mechanics
is enhanced by special relativity. General relativity uniﬁes
special relativity with Newton’s law of universal gravita-
tion, allowing physicists to handle gravitation at a deeper
level.
The term classical mechanicswas coined in the early 20th
century to describe the system of physics begun by Isaac
Newton and many contemporary 17th century natural
philosophers, building upon the earlier astronomical the-
ories of Johannes Kepler, which in turn were based on
the precise observations of Tycho Brahe and the studies
of terrestrial projectile motion of Galileo. Since these as-
pects of physics were developed long before the emer-
gence of quantum physics and relativity, some sources
exclude Einstein’s theory of relativity from this category.
However, a number of modern sources do include rela-
tivistic mechanics, which in their view represents classi-
cal mechanics in its most developed and most accurate
form.[note 1]
The initial stage in the development of classical mechan-
ics is often referred to as Newtonian mechanics, and is
associated with the physical concepts employed by and
the mathematical methods invented by Newton himself,
in parallel with Leibniz, and others. This is further de-
scribed in the following sections. Later, more abstract
and general methods were developed, leading to refor-
mulations of classical mechanics known as Lagrangian
mechanics and Hamiltonian mechanics. These advances
were largelymade in the 18th and 19th centuries, and they
extend substantially beyond Newton’s work, particularly
through their use of analytical mechanics. Ultimately, the
mathematics developed for these were central to the cre-




Main article: History of classical mechanics
See also: Timeline of classical mechanics
Some Greek philosophers of antiquity, among them
Aristotle, founder of Aristotelian physics, may have been
the ﬁrst to maintain the idea that “everything happens for
a reason” and that theoretical principles can assist in the
understanding of nature. While to amodern reader, many
of these preserved ideas come forth as eminently reason-
able, there is a conspicuous lack of both mathematical
theory and controlled experiment, as we know it. These
both turned out to be decisive factors in forming modern
science, and they started out with classical mechanics.
In his Elementa super demonstrationem ponderum, me-
dieval mathematician Jordanus de Nemore concept of




Three stage Theory of impetus according to Albert of Saxony.
The ﬁrst published causal explanation of the motions of
planets was Johannes Kepler’sAstronomia nova published
in 1609. He concluded, based on Tycho Brahe's obser-
vations of the orbit of Mars, that the orbits were ellipses.
This break with ancient thought was happening around
the same time that Galileo was proposing abstract math-
ematical laws for the motion of objects. He may (or may
not) have performed the famous experiment of dropping
two cannonballs of diﬀerent weights from the tower of
Pisa, showing that they both hit the ground at the same
time. The reality of this experiment is disputed, but,
more importantly, he did carry out quantitative experi-
ments by rolling balls on an inclined plane. His theory of
accelerated motion derived from the results of such ex-
periments, and forms a cornerstone of classical mechan-
ics.
Sir Isaac Newton (1643–1727), an inﬂuential ﬁgure in the his-
tory of physics and whose three laws of motion form the basis of
classical mechanics
As foundation for his principles of natural philosophy,
Isaac Newton proposed three laws of motion: the law
of inertia, his second law of acceleration (mentioned
above), and the law of action and reaction; and hence laid
the foundations for classical mechanics. Both Newton’s
second and third laws were given proper scientiﬁc and
mathematical treatment in Newton’s Philosophiæ Natu-
ralis Principia Mathematica, which distinguishes them
from earlier attempts at explaining similar phenomena,
which were either incomplete, incorrect, or given little ac-
curate mathematical expression. Newton also enunciated
the principles of conservation of momentum and angular
momentum. In mechanics, Newton was also the ﬁrst to
provide the ﬁrst correct scientiﬁc and mathematical for-
mulation of gravity in Newton’s law of universal gravita-
tion. The combination of Newton’s laws of motion and
gravitation provide the fullest and most accurate descrip-
tion of classical mechanics. He demonstrated that these
laws apply to everyday objects as well as to celestial ob-
jects. In particular, he obtained a theoretical explanation
of Kepler’s laws of motion of the planets.
Newton previously invented the calculus, of mathematics,
and used it to perform the mathematical calculations. For
acceptability, his book, the Principia, was formulated en-
tirely in terms of the long-established geometric methods,
which were soon eclipsed by his calculus. However, it was
Leibniz who developed the notation of the derivative and
integral preferred[1] today.
Newton, andmost of his contemporaries, with the notable
exception of Huygens, worked on the assumption that
classical mechanics would be able to explain all phenom-
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Hamilton's greatest contribution is perhaps the reformulation of
Newtonian mechanics, now called Hamiltonian mechanics.
ena, including light, in the form of geometric optics. Even
when discovering the so-called Newton’s rings (a wave in-
terference phenomenon) his explanation remained with
his own corpuscular theory of light.
After Newton, classical mechanics became a principal
ﬁeld of study in mathematics as well as physics. Several
re-formulations progressively allowed ﬁnding solutions to
a far greater number of problems. The ﬁrst notable re-
formulation was in 1788 by Joseph Louis Lagrange. La-
grangian mechanics was in turn re-formulated in 1833 by
William Rowan Hamilton.
Some diﬃculties were discovered in the late 19th cen-
tury that could only be resolved by more modern physics.
Some of these diﬃculties related to compatibility with
electromagnetic theory, and the famous Michelson–
Morley experiment. The resolution of these problems led
to the special theory of relativity, often included in the
term classical mechanics.
A second set of diﬃculties were related to thermodynam-
ics. When combined with thermodynamics, classical me-
chanics leads to the Gibbs paradox of classical statistical
mechanics, in which entropy is not a well-deﬁned quan-
tity. Black-body radiation was not explained without
the introduction of quanta. As experiments reached the
atomic level, classical mechanics failed to explain, even
approximately, such basic things as the energy levels and
sizes of atoms and the photo-electric eﬀect. The eﬀort
at resolving these problems led to the development of
quantum mechanics.
Since the end of the 20th century, the place of classical
mechanics in physics has been no longer that of an in-
dependent theory. Instead, classical mechanics is now
considered an approximate theory to the more general
quantummechanics. Emphasis has shifted to understand-
ing the fundamental forces of nature as in the Standard
model and its more modern extensions into a uniﬁed
theory of everything.[2] Classical mechanics is a theory
for the study of the motion of non-quantum mechanical,
low-energy particles in weak gravitational ﬁelds. In the
21st century classical mechanics has been extended into
the complex domain and complex classical mechanics ex-
hibits behaviors very similar to quantum mechanics.[3]
9.2 Description of the theory
The analysis of projectile motion is a part of classical mechanics.
The following introduces the basic concepts of classical
mechanics. For simplicity, it often models real-world ob-
jects as point particles, objects with negligible size. The
motion of a point particle is characterized by a small num-
ber of parameters: its position, mass, and the forces ap-
plied to it. Each of these parameters is discussed in turn.
In reality, the kind of objects that classical mechanics
can describe always have a non-zero size. (The physics
of very small particles, such as the electron, is more ac-
curately described by quantum mechanics.) Objects with
non-zero size havemore complicated behavior than hypo-
thetical point particles, because of the additional degrees
of freedom: a baseball can spin while it is moving, for
example. However, the results for point particles can be
used to study such objects by treating them as composite
objects, made up of a large number of interacting point
particles. The center of mass of a composite object be-
haves like a point particle.
Classical mechanics uses common-sense notions of how
matter and forces exist and interact. It assumes that
matter and energy have deﬁnite, knowable attributes
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such as where an object is in space and its speed. It also
assumes that objects may be directly inﬂuenced only by
their immediate surroundings, known as the principle
of locality. In quantum mechanics, an object may have
either its position or velocity undetermined.
9.2.1 Position and its derivatives
Main article: Kinematics
The position of a point particle is deﬁned with respect to
an arbitrary ﬁxed reference point, O, in space, usually
accompanied by a coordinate system, with the reference
point located at the origin of the coordinate system. It is
deﬁned as the vector r fromO to the particle. In general,
the point particle need not be stationary relative to O, so
r is a function of t, the time elapsed since an arbitrary
initial time. In pre-Einstein relativity (known as Galilean
relativity), time is considered an absolute, i.e., the time
interval between any given pair of events is the same for
all observers.[4] In addition to relying on absolute time,
classical mechanics assumes Euclidean geometry for the
structure of space.[5]
Velocity and speed
Main articles: Velocity and speed
The velocity, or the rate of change of position with time,
is deﬁned as the derivative of the position with respect to
time:
v = drdt
In classical mechanics, velocities are directly additive and
subtractive. For example, if one car traveling east at 60
km/h passes another car traveling east at 50 km/h, then
from the perspective of the slower car, the faster car is
traveling east at 60 − 50 = 10 km/h. Whereas, from the
perspective of the faster car, the slower car is moving 10
km/h to the west. Velocities are directly additive as vector
quantities; they must be dealt with using vector analysis.
Mathematically, if the velocity of the ﬁrst object in the
previous discussion is denoted by the vector u = ud and
the velocity of the second object by the vector v = ve,
where u is the speed of the ﬁrst object, v is the speed
of the second object, and d and e are unit vectors in the
directions ofmotion of each particle respectively, then the
velocity of the ﬁrst object as seen by the second object is
u0 = u  v :
Similarly,
v0 = v  u :
When both objects are moving in the same direction, this
equation can be simpliﬁed to
u0 = (u  v)d :
Or, by ignoring direction, the diﬀerence can be given in
terms of speed only:
u0 = u  v :
Acceleration
Main article: Acceleration
The acceleration, or rate of change of velocity, is the
derivative of the velocity with respect to time (the second
derivative of the position with respect to time):
a = dvdt =
d2r
dt2 :
Acceleration represents the velocity’s change over time:
either of the velocity’s magnitude or direction, or both.
If only the magnitude v of the velocity decreases, this is
sometimes referred to as deceleration, but generally any
change in the velocity with time, including deceleration,
is simply referred to as acceleration.
Frames of reference
Main articles: Inertial frame of reference and Galilean
transformation
While the position, velocity and acceleration of a particle
can be referred to any observer in any state of motion,
classical mechanics assumes the existence of a special
family of reference frames in terms of which the me-
chanical laws of nature take a comparatively simple form.
These special reference frames are called inertial frames.
An inertial frame is such that when an object without
any force interactions (an idealized situation) is viewed
from it, it appears either to be at rest or in a state of uni-
form motion in a straight line. This is the fundamental
deﬁnition of an inertial frame. They are characterized
by the requirement that all forces entering the observer’s
physical laws originate in identiﬁable sources (charges,
gravitational bodies, and so forth). A non-inertial refer-
ence frame is one accelerating with respect to an inertial
one, and in such a non-inertial frame a particle is subject
to acceleration by ﬁctitious forces that enter the equations
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of motion solely as a result of its accelerated motion, and
do not originate in identiﬁable sources. These ﬁctitious
forces are in addition to the real forces recognized in an
inertial frame. A key concept of inertial frames is the
method for identifying them. For practical purposes, ref-
erence frames that are unaccelerated with respect to the
distant stars (an extremely distant point) are regarded as
good approximations to inertial frames.
Consider two reference frames S and S'. For observers in
each of the reference frames an event has space-time co-
ordinates of (x,y,z,t) in frame S and (x',y',z',t') in frame
S'. Assuming time is measured the same in all reference
frames, and if we require x = x' when t = 0, then the re-
lation between the space-time coordinates of the same
event observed from the reference frames S' and S, which
are moving at a relative velocity of u in the x direction is:




This set of formulas deﬁnes a group transformation
known as the Galilean transformation (informally, the
Galilean transform). This group is a limiting case of the
Poincaré group used in special relativity. The limiting
case applies when the velocity u is very small compared
to c, the speed of light.
The transformations have the following consequences:
 v′ = v − u (the velocity v′ of a particle from the per-
spective of S′ is slower by u than its velocity v from
the perspective of S)
 a′ = a (the acceleration of a particle is the same in
any inertial reference frame)
 F′ = F (the force on a particle is the same in any
inertial reference frame)
 the speed of light is not a constant in classical me-
chanics, nor does the special position given to the
speed of light in relativistic mechanics have a coun-
terpart in classical mechanics.
For some problems, it is convenient to use rotating coor-
dinates (reference frames). Thereby one can either keep
a mapping to a convenient inertial frame, or introduce ad-
ditionally a ﬁctitious centrifugal force and Coriolis force.
9.2.2 Forces; Newton’s second law
Main articles: Force and Newton’s laws of motion
Newton was the ﬁrst to mathematically express the rela-
tionship between force and momentum. Some physicists
interpret Newton’s second law of motion as a deﬁnition
of force and mass, while others consider it a fundamental
postulate, a law of nature. Either interpretation has the
same mathematical consequences, historically known as
“Newton’s Second Law":
F = dpdt =
d(mv)
dt :
The quantity mv is called the (canonical) momentum.
The net force on a particle is thus equal to the rate of
change of the momentum of the particle with time. Since
the deﬁnition of acceleration is a = dv/dt, the second law
can be written in the simpliﬁed and more familiar form:
F = ma :
So long as the force acting on a particle is known, New-
ton’s second law is suﬃcient to describe the motion of a
particle. Once independent relations for each force act-
ing on a particle are available, they can be substituted into
Newton’s second law to obtain an ordinary diﬀerential
equation, which is called the equation of motion.
As an example, assume that friction is the only force act-
ing on the particle, and that it may be modeled as a func-
tion of the velocity of the particle, for example:
FR =  v ;
where λ is a positive constant. Then the equation of mo-
tion is
 v = ma = mdvdt :
This can be integrated to obtain
v = v0e t/m
where v0 is the initial velocity. This means that the ve-
locity of this particle decays exponentially to zero as time
progresses. In this case, an equivalent viewpoint is that
the kinetic energy of the particle is absorbed by friction
(which converts it to heat energy in accordance with the
conservation of energy), and the particle is slowing down.
This expression can be further integrated to obtain the po-
sition r of the particle as a function of time.
Important forces include the gravitational force and
the Lorentz force for electromagnetism. In addition,
Newton’s third law can sometimes be used to deduce the
forces acting on a particle: if it is known that particle A
exerts a force F on another particle B, it follows that B
must exert an equal and opposite reaction force, −F, on
A. The strong form of Newton’s third law requires that F
and −F act along the line connecting A and B, while the
weak form does not. Illustrations of the weak form of
Newton’s third law are often found for magnetic forces.
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9.2.3 Work and energy
Main articles: Work (physics), kinetic energy and
potential energy
If a constant force F is applied to a particle that achieves a
displacement Δr,[note 2] the work done by the force is de-
ﬁned as the scalar product of the force and displacement
vectors:
W = F r :
More generally, if the force varies as a function of posi-
tion as the particle moves from r1 to r2 along a path C,




F(r)  dr :
If the work done in moving the particle from r1 to r2 is
the same no matter what path is taken, the force is said to
be conservative. Gravity is a conservative force, as is the
force due to an idealized spring, as given by Hooke’s law.
The force due to friction is non-conservative.
The kinetic energy E⛹ of a particle of mass m travelling
at speed v is given by
Ek = 12mv
2 :
For extended objects composed of many particles, the
kinetic energy of the composite body is the sum of the
kinetic energies of the particles.
The work–energy theorem states that for a particle of
constant mass m the total work W done on the particle
from position r1 to r2 is equal to the change in kinetic
energy E⛹ of the particle:
W = Ek = Ek;2   Ek;1 = 12m
 
v 22   v 21

:
Conservative forces can be expressed as the gradient of
a scalar function, known as the potential energy and de-
noted E⛽:
F =  rEp :
If all the forces acting on a particle are conservative, and
E⛽ is the total potential energy (which is deﬁned as a work
of involved forces to rearrange mutual positions of bod-
ies), obtained by summing the potential energies corre-
sponding to each force
F r =  rEpr =  Ep )  Ep = Ek ) (Ek+Ep) = 0 :
This result is known as conservation of energy and states
that the total energy,
X
E = Ek + Ep ;
is constant in time. It is often useful, because many com-
monly encountered forces are conservative.
9.2.4 Beyond Newton’s laws
Classical mechanics also includes descriptions of the
complex motions of extended non-pointlike objects.
Euler’s laws provide extensions to Newton’s laws in this
area. The concepts of angular momentum rely on the
same calculus used to describe one-dimensional motion.
The rocket equation extends the notion of rate of change
of an object’s momentum to include the eﬀects of an ob-
ject “losing mass”.
There are two important alternative formulations of clas-
sical mechanics: Lagrangian mechanics and Hamiltonian
mechanics. These, and other modern formulations,
usually bypass the concept of “force”, instead refer-
ring to other physical quantities, such as energy, speed
and momentum, for describing mechanical systems in
generalized coordinates.
The expressions given above for momentum and kinetic
energy are only valid when there is no signiﬁcant electro-
magnetic contribution. In electromagnetism, Newton’s
second law for current-carrying wires breaks down unless
one includes the electromagnetic ﬁeld contribution to the
momentum of the system as expressed by the Poynting
vector divided by c2, where c is the speed of light in free
space.


































Domain of validity for Classical Mechanics
Many branches of classical mechanics are simpliﬁca-
tions or approximations of more accurate forms; two of
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the most accurate being general relativity and relativistic
statistical mechanics. Geometric optics is an approxima-
tion to the quantum theory of light, and does not have a
superior “classical” form.
9.3.1 The Newtonian approximation to
special relativity




where m is the particle’s rest mass, v its velocity, and c is
the speed of light.
If v is very small compared to c, v2/c2 is approximately
zero, and so
p  mv :
Thus the Newtonian equation p =mv is an approximation
of the relativistic equation for bodies moving with low
speeds compared to the speed of light.
For example, the relativistic cyclotron frequency of a






where f⛳ is the classical frequency of an electron (or other
charged particle) with kinetic energy T and (rest) mass
m0 circling in a magnetic ﬁeld. The (rest) mass of an
electron is 511 keV. So the frequency correction is 1%
for a magnetic vacuum tube with a 5.11 kV direct current
accelerating voltage.
9.3.2 The classical approximation to quan-
tum mechanics
The ray approximation of classical mechanics breaks
down when the de Broglie wavelength is not much smaller
than other dimensions of the system. For non-relativistic




where h is Planck’s constant and p is the momentum.
Again, this happens with electrons before it happens with
heavier particles. For example, the electrons used by
Clinton Davisson and Lester Germer in 1927, accelerated
by 54 volts, had a wavelength of 0.167 nm, which was
long enough to exhibit a single diﬀraction side lobe when
reﬂecting from the face of a nickel crystal with atomic
spacing of 0.215 nm. With a larger vacuum chamber, it
would seem relatively easy to increase the angular resolu-
tion from around a radian to a milliradian and see quan-
tum diﬀraction from the periodic patterns of integrated
circuit computer memory.
More practical examples of the failure of classical
mechanics on an engineering scale are conduction by
quantum tunneling in tunnel diodes and very narrow
transistor gates in integrated circuits.
Classical mechanics is the same extreme high frequency
approximation as geometric optics. It is more often ac-
curate because it describes particles and bodies with rest
mass. These have more momentum and therefore shorter
De Broglie wavelengths than massless particles, such as
light, with the same kinetic energies.
9.4 Branches
Classical mechanics was traditionally divided into three
main branches:
 Statics, the study of equilibrium and its relation to
forces
 Dynamics, the study of motion and its relation to
forces
 Kinematics, dealing with the implications of ob-
served motions without regard for circumstances
causing them





Alternatively, a division can be made by region of appli-
cation:
 Celestial mechanics, relating to stars, planets and
other celestial bodies
 Continuum mechanics, for materials modelled as a
continuum, e.g., solids and ﬂuids (i.e., liquids and
gases).
 Relativistic mechanics (i.e. including the special
and general theories of relativity), for bodies whose
speed is close to the speed of light.
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 Statistical mechanics, which provides a framework
for relating the microscopic properties of individ-
ual atoms and molecules to the macroscopic or bulk
thermodynamic properties of materials.
9.5 See also
 Dynamical systems
 History of classical mechanics
 List of equations in classical mechanics
 List of publications in classical mechanics
 Molecular dynamics
 Newton’s laws of motion
 Special theory of relativity
9.6 Notes
[1] The notion of “classical” may be somewhat confusing,
insofar as this term usually refers to the era of classical
antiquity in European history. While many discoveries
within the mathematics of that period remain in full force
today, and of the greatest use, much of the science that
emerged then has since been superseded by more accu-
rate models. This in no way detracts from the science of
that time, though as most of modern physics is built di-
rectly upon the important developments, especially within
technology, which took place in antiquity and during the
Middle Ages in Europe and elsewhere. However, the
emergence of classical mechanics was a decisive stage in
the development of science, in the modern sense of the
term. What characterizes it, above all, is its insistence on
mathematics (rather than speculation), and its reliance on
experiment (rather than observation). With classical me-
chanics it was established how to formulate quantitative
predictions in theory, and how to test them by carefully de-
signed measurement. The emerging globally cooperative
endeavor increasingly provided for much closer scrutiny
and testing, both of theory and experiment. This was, and
remains, a key factor in establishing certain knowledge,
and in bringing it to the service of society. History shows
how closely the health and wealth of a society depends on
nurturing this investigative and critical approach.
[2] The displacement Δr is the diﬀerence of the particle’s ini-
tial and ﬁnal positions: Δr = rﬁ⛼ₐ⛺ − rᵢ⛼ᵢ✀ᵢₐ⛺.
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Chapter 10
Entropy (information theory)
2 bits of entropy.
In information theory, entropy is the average amount of
information contained in each message received. Here,
message stands for an event, sample or character drawn
from a distribution or data stream. Entropy thus char-
acterizes our uncertainty about our source of informa-
tion. (Entropy is best understood as a measure of uncer-
tainty rather than certainty as entropy is larger for more
random sources.) The source is also characterized by
the probability distribution of the samples drawn from
it. The idea here is that the less likely an event is, the
more information it provides when it occurs. For some
other reasons (explained below) it makes sense to de-
ﬁne information as the negative of the logarithm of the
probability distribution. The probability distribution of
the events, coupled with the information amount of ev-
ery event, forms a random variable whose average (a.k.a.
expected) value is the average amount of information,
a.k.a. entropy, generated by this distribution. Because
entropy is average information, it is also measured in
shannons, nats, or hartleys, depending on the base of the
logarithm used to deﬁne it.
The logarithm of the probability distribution is useful as
a measure of information because it is additive. For in-
stance, ﬂipping a coin provides 1 shannon of informa-
tion whereas m tosses gather m bits. Generally, you need
log2(n) bits to represent a variable that can take one of n
values. Since 1 of n outcomes is possible when you apply
a scale graduated with nmarks, you receive log2(n) bits of
information with every such measurement. The log2(n)
rule holds only until all outcomes are equally probable.
If one of the events occurs more often than others, ob-
servation of that event is less informative. Conversely,
observing rarer events compensate by providing more in-
formation when observed. Since observation of less prob-
able events occurs more rarely, the net eﬀect is that the
entropy (thought of as the average information) received
from non-uniformly distributed data is less than log2(n).
Entropy is zero when only one certain outcome is ex-
pected. Shannon entropy quantiﬁes all these considera-
tions exactly when a probability distribution of the source
is provided. It is important to note that themeaning of the
events observed (a.k.a. the meaning of messages) do not
matter in the deﬁnition of entropy. Entropy only takes
into account the probability of observing a speciﬁc event,
so the information it encapsulates is information about
the underlying probability distribution, not the meaning
of the events themselves.
Generally, “entropy” stands for “disorder” or uncertainty.
The entropy we talk about here was introduced by Claude
E. Shannon in his 1948 paper "AMathematical Theory of
Communication".[1] We also call it Shannon entropy to
distinguish from other occurrences of the term, which ap-
pears in various parts of physics in diﬀerent forms. Shan-
non entropy provides an absolute limit on the best possi-
ble average length of lossless encoding or compression
of any communication, assuming that[2] the communica-
tionmay be represented as a sequence of independent and
identically distributed random variables.
10.1 Introduction
Entropy is a measure of unpredictability of information
content. To get an informal, intuitive understanding of
the connection between these three English terms, con-
sider the example of a poll on some political issue. Usu-
ally, such polls happen because the outcome of the poll
isn't already known. In other words, the outcome of the
poll is relatively unpredictable, and actually performing
the poll and learning the results gives some new informa-
tion; these are just diﬀerent ways of saying that the en-
tropy of the poll results is large. Now, consider the case
that the same poll is performed a second time shortly af-
ter the ﬁrst poll. Since the result of the ﬁrst poll is already
known, the outcome of the second poll can be predicted
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well and the results should not contain much new infor-
mation; in this case the entropy of the second poll result
relative to the ﬁrst is small.
Now consider the example of a coin toss. When the coin
is fair, that is, when the probability of heads is the same as
the probability of tails, then the entropy of the coin toss
is as high as it could be. This is because there is no way
to predict the outcome of the coin toss ahead of time—
the best we can do is predict that the coin will come up
heads, and our prediction will be correct with probability
1/2. Such a coin toss has one bit of entropy since there are
two possible outcomes that occur with equal probability,
and learning the actual outcome contains one bit of infor-
mation. Contrarily, a coin toss with a coin that has two
heads and no tails has zero entropy since the coin will al-
ways come up heads, and the outcome can be predicted
perfectly.
English text has fairly low entropy. In other words, it is
fairly predictable. Even if we don't know exactly what
is going to come next, we can be fairly certain that, for
example, there will be many more e’s than z’s, that the
combination 'qu' will be much more common than any
other combinationwith a 'q' in it, and that the combination
'th' will be more common than 'z', 'q', or 'qu'. After the
ﬁrst few letters one can often guess the rest of the word.
Uncompressed, English text has between 0.6 and 1.3 bits
of entropy for each character of message.[3][4]
If a compression scheme is lossless—that is, you
can always recover the entire original message by
decompressing—then a compressed message has the
same quantity of information as the original, but com-
municated in fewer characters. That is, it has more infor-
mation, or a higher entropy, per character. This means
a compressed message has less redundancy. Roughly
speaking, Shannon’s source coding theorem says that a
lossless compression scheme cannot compress messages,
on average, to have more than one bit of information per
bit of message, but that any value less than one bit of in-
formation per bit of message can be attained by employ-
ing a suitable coding scheme. The entropy of a message
per bit multiplied by the length of that message is a mea-
sure of howmuch total information the message contains.
Shannon’s theorem also implies that no lossless compres-
sion scheme can shorten all messages. If some messages
come out shorter, at least onemust come out longer due to
the pigeonhole principle. In practical use, this is generally
not a problem, because we are usually only interested in
compressing certain types of messages, for example En-
glish documents as opposed to gibberish text, or digital
photographs rather than noise, and it is unimportant if a
compression algorithm makes some unlikely or uninter-
esting sequences larger. However, the problem can still
arise even in everyday use when applying a compression
algorithm to already compressed data: for example, mak-
ing a ZIP ﬁle of music that is already in the FLAC audio
format is unlikely to achieve much extra saving in space.
10.2 Deﬁnition
Named after Boltzmann’s H-theorem, Shannon deﬁned
the entropy H (Greek letter Eta) of a discrete ran-
dom variable X with possible values {x1, ..., xn} and
probability mass function P(X) as:
H(X) = E[I(X)] = E[  ln(P (X))]:
Here E is the expected value operator, and I is the
information content ofX.[5][6] I(X) is itself a random vari-
able.
When taken from a ﬁnite sample, the entropy can explic-




P (xi) I(xi) =  
X
i
P (xi) logb P (xi)
where b is the base of the logarithm used. Common val-
ues of b are 2, Euler’s number e, and 10, and the unit of
entropy is shannon for b = 2, nat for b = e, and hartley for
b = 10.[7]
In the case of p(xi) = 0 for some i, the value of the cor-
responding summand 0 logb(0) is taken to be 0, which is
consistent with the well-known limit:
lim
p!0+
p log(p) = 0
Onemay also deﬁne the conditional entropy of two events







where p(xi,yj) is the probability that X=xi and Y=yj. This
quantity should be understood as the amount of random-
ness in the random variable X given that you know the
value of Y.
10.3 Example
Main article: Binary entropy function
Main article: Bernoulli process
Consider tossing a coin with known, not necessarily fair,
probabilities of coming up heads or tails; this is known as
the Bernoulli process.
The entropy of the unknown result of the next toss of the
coin is maximized if the coin is fair (that is, if heads and
tails both have equal probability 1/2). This is the situation
of maximum uncertainty as it is most diﬃcult to predict
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Entropy H(X) (i.e. the expected surprisal) of a coin ﬂip, mea-
sured in shannons, graphed versus the fairness of the coin
Pr(X=1), where X=1 represents a result of heads.
Note that the maximum of the graph depends on the distribution.
Here, the entropy is at most 1 shannon, and to communicate the
outcome of a fair coin ﬂip (2 possible values) will require an av-
erage of at most 1 bit. The result of a fair die (6 possible values)
would require on average log26 bits.
the outcome of the next toss; the result of each toss of the
coin delivers one full bit of information.
However, if we know the coin is not fair, but comes up
heads or tails with probabilities p and q, where p ≠ q, then
there is less uncertainty. Every time it is tossed, one side
is more likely to come up than the other. The reduced
uncertainty is quantiﬁed in a lower entropy: on average
each toss of the coin delivers less than one full bit of in-
formation.
The extreme case is that of a double-headed coin that
never comes up tails, or a double-tailed coin that never re-
sults in a head. Then there is no uncertainty. The entropy
is zero: each toss of the coin delivers no new information
as the outcome of each coin toss is always certain. In this
respect, entropy can be normalized by dividing it by in-
formation length. This ratio is called metric entropy and
is a measure of the randomness of the information.
10.4 Rationale
To understand the meaning ofP pi log 1pi , at ﬁrst, try todeﬁne an information function, I, in terms of an event i
with probability, pi . How much information is acquired
due to the observation of event i? Shannon’s solution fol-
lows from the fundamental properties of information:[8]
1. I(p) ≥ 0 – information is a non-negative quantity
2. I(1) = 0 – events that always occur do not commu-
nicate information
3. I(p1 p2) = I(p1) + I(p2) – information due to inde-
pendent events is additive
The latter is a crucial property. It states that joint prob-
ability communicates as much information as two indi-
vidual events separately. Particularly, if the ﬁrst event
can yield one of n equiprobable outcomes and another
has one of m equiprobable outcomes then there are mn
possible outcomes of the joint event. This means that
if log2(n) bits are needed to encode the ﬁrst value and
log2(m) to encode the second, one needs log2(mn) =
log2(m) + log2(n) to encode both. Shannon discovered
that the proper choice of function to quantify informa-
tion, preserving this additivity, is logarithmic, i.e.,
I(p) = log(1/p)
The base of logarithm does not matter; any can be used.
The diﬀerent units of information (bits for log2, trits for
log3, nats for ln and so on) are just constant multiples
of each other. For instance, in case of a fair coin toss,
heads provides log2(2) = 1 bit of information. Because
of additivity, n tosses provide n bits of information.
Now, suppose we have a distribution where event i can
happen with probability pi. Suppose we have sampled it
N times and outcome i was, accordingly, seen ni = Npi







The average amount of information that we receive with








10.5.1 Relationship to thermodynamic en-
tropy
Main article: Entropy in thermodynamics and informa-
tion theory
The inspiration for adopting the word entropy in infor-
mation theory came from the close resemblance between
Shannon’s formula and very similar known formulae from
statistical mechanics.
In statistical thermodynamics the most general formula
for the thermodynamic entropy S of a thermodynamic
system is the Gibbs entropy,




where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and pi is the proba-
bility of a microstate. The Gibbs entropy was deﬁned by
J. Willard Gibbs in 1878 after earlier work by Boltzmann
(1872).[9]
The Gibbs entropy translates over almost unchanged into
the world of quantum physics to give the von Neumann
entropy, introduced by John von Neumann in 1927,
S =  kB Tr( ln )
where ρ is the density matrix of the quantum mechanical
system and Tr is the trace.
At an everyday practical level the links between informa-
tion entropy and thermodynamic entropy are not evident.
Physicists and chemists are apt to be more interested
in changes in entropy as a system spontaneously evolves
away from its initial conditions, in accordance with the
second law of thermodynamics, rather than an unchang-
ing probability distribution. And, as the minuteness of
Boltzmann’s constant kB indicates, the changes in S/kB
for even tiny amounts of substances in chemical and phys-
ical processes represent amounts of entropy that are ex-
tremely large compared to anything in data compression
or signal processing. Furthermore, in classical thermo-
dynamics the entropy is deﬁned in terms of macroscopic
measurements and makes no reference to any probability
distribution, which is central to the deﬁnition of informa-
tion entropy.
At a multidisciplinary level, however, connections can
be made between thermodynamic and informational en-
tropy, although it took many years in the development of
the theories of statistical mechanics and information the-
ory to make the relationship fully apparent. In fact, in the
view of Jaynes (1957), thermodynamic entropy, as ex-
plained by statistical mechanics, should be seen as an ap-
plication of Shannon’s information theory: the thermody-
namic entropy is interpreted as being proportional to the
amount of further Shannon information needed to deﬁne
the detailed microscopic state of the system, that remains
uncommunicated by a description solely in terms of the
macroscopic variables of classical thermodynamics, with
the constant of proportionality being just the Boltzmann
constant. For example, adding heat to a system increases
its thermodynamic entropy because it increases the num-
ber of possible microscopic states of the system that are
consistent with the measurable values of its macroscopic
variables, thus making any complete state description
longer. (See article: maximum entropy thermodynam-
ics). Maxwell’s demon can (hypothetically) reduce the
thermodynamic entropy of a system by using information
about the states of individual molecules; but, as Landauer
(from 1961) and co-workers have shown, to function the
demon himself must increase thermodynamic entropy in
the process, by at least the amount of Shannon informa-
tion he proposes to ﬁrst acquire and store; and so the to-
tal thermodynamic entropy does not decrease (which re-
solves the paradox). Landauer’s principle has implica-
tions on the amount of heat a computer must dissipate to
process a given amount of information, though modern
computers are nowhere near the eﬃciency limit.
10.5.2 Entropy as information content
Main article: Shannon’s source coding theorem
Entropy is deﬁned in the context of a probabilistic model.
Independent fair coin ﬂips have an entropy of 1 bit per
ﬂip. A source that always generates a long string of B’s
has an entropy of 0, since the next character will always
be a 'B'.
The entropy rate of a data source means the average num-
ber of bits per symbol needed to encode it. Shannon’s
experiments with human predictors show an information
rate between 0.6 and 1.3 bits per character in English;[10]
the PPM compression algorithm can achieve a compres-
sion ratio of 1.5 bits per character in English text.
From the preceding example, note the following points:
1. The amount of entropy is not always an integer num-
ber of bits.
2. Many data bits may not convey information. For
example, data structures often store information re-
dundantly, or have identical sections regardless of
the information in the data structure.
Shannon’s deﬁnition of entropy, when applied to an infor-
mation source, can determine the minimum channel ca-
pacity required to reliably transmit the source as encoded
binary digits (see caveat below in italics). The formula
can be derived by calculating the mathematical expec-
tation of the amount of information contained in a digit
from the information source. See also Shannon-Hartley
theorem.
Shannon’s entropy measures the information contained
in a message as opposed to the portion of the message
that is determined (or predictable). Examples of the lat-
ter include redundancy in language structure or statistical
properties relating to the occurrence frequencies of letter
or word pairs, triplets etc. See Markov chain.
10.5.3 Data compression
Main article: Data compression
Entropy eﬀectively bounds the performance of the
strongest lossless compression possible, which can be re-
alized in theory by using the typical set or in practice us-
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ing Huﬀman, Lempel-Ziv or arithmetic coding. The per-
formance of existing data compression algorithms is of-
ten used as a rough estimate of the entropy of a block of
data.[11][12] See also Kolmogorov complexity. In prac-
tice, compression algorithms deliberately include some
judicious redundancy in the form of checksums to pro-
tect against errors.
10.5.4 World’s technological capacity to
store and communicate entropic in-
formation
A 2011 study in Science estimates the world’s technolog-
ical capacity to store and communicate optimally com-
pressed information normalized on the most eﬀective
compression algorithms available in the year 2007, there-
fore estimating the entropy of the technologically avail-
able sources.[13]
The authors estimate humankind technological capac-
ity to store information (fully entropically compressed)
in 1986 and again in 2007. They break the infor-
mation into three categories - To store information on
a medium, to receive information through a one-way
broadcast networks, to exchange information through
two-way telecommunication networks.[13]
10.5.5 Limitations of entropy as informa-
tion content
There are a number of entropy-related concepts that
mathematically quantify information content in some
way:
 the self-information of an individual message or
symbol taken from a given probability distribution,
 the entropy of a given probability distribution of
messages or symbols, and
 the entropy rate of a stochastic process.
(The “rate of self-information” can also be deﬁned for
a particular sequence of messages or symbols generated
by a given stochastic process: this will always be equal
to the entropy rate in the case of a stationary process.)
Other quantities of information are also used to compare
or relate diﬀerent sources of information.
It is important not to confuse the above concepts. Often it
is only clear from context which one is meant. For exam-
ple, when someone says that the “entropy” of the English
language is about 1 bit per character, they are actually
modeling the English language as a stochastic process and
talking about its entropy rate.
Although entropy is often used as a characterization of
the information content of a data source, this information
content is not absolute: it depends crucially on the prob-
abilistic model. A source that always generates the same
symbol has an entropy rate of 0, but the deﬁnition of what
a symbol is depends on the alphabet. Consider a source
that produces the string ABABABABAB... in which A
is always followed by B and vice versa. If the probabilis-
tic model considers individual letters as independent, the
entropy rate of the sequence is 1 bit per character. But
if the sequence is considered as “AB AB AB AB AB...”
with symbols as two-character blocks, then the entropy
rate is 0 bits per character.
However, if we use very large blocks, then the estimate
of per-character entropy rate may become artiﬁcially low.
This is because in reality, the probability distribution of
the sequence is not knowable exactly; it is only an esti-
mate. For example, suppose one considers the text of ev-
ery book ever published as a sequence, with each symbol
being the text of a complete book. If there are N pub-
lished books, and each book is only published once, the
estimate of the probability of each book is 1/N, and the
entropy (in bits) is −log2(1/N) = log2(N). As a practical
code, this corresponds to assigning each book a unique
identiﬁer and using it in place of the text of the book
whenever one wants to refer to the book. This is enor-
mously useful for talking about books, but it is not so
useful for characterizing the information content of an
individual book, or of language in general: it is not pos-
sible to reconstruct the book from its identiﬁer without
knowing the probability distribution, that is, the com-
plete text of all the books. The key idea is that the com-
plexity of the probabilistic model must be considered.
Kolmogorov complexity is a theoretical generalization of
this idea that allows the consideration of the informa-
tion content of a sequence independent of any particular
probability model; it considers the shortest program for
a universal computer that outputs the sequence. A code
that achieves the entropy rate of a sequence for a given
model, plus the codebook (i.e. the probabilistic model),
is one such program, but it may not be the shortest.
For example, the Fibonacci sequence is 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8,
13, ... . Treating the sequence as a message and each
number as a symbol, there are almost as many symbols
as there are characters in the message, giving an entropy
of approximately log2(n). So the ﬁrst 128 symbols of the
Fibonacci sequence has an entropy of approximately 7
bits/symbol. However, the sequence can be expressed us-
ing a formula [F(n) = F(n−1) + F(n−2) for n={3,4,5,...},
F(1)=1, F(2)=1] and this formula has a much lower en-
tropy and applies to any length of the Fibonacci sequence.
10.5.6 Limitations of entropy as ameasure
of unpredictability
In cryptanalysis, entropy is often roughly used as a mea-
sure of the unpredictability of a cryptographic key. For
example, a 128-bit key that is randomly generated has
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128 bits of entropy. It takes (on average) 2128 1 guesses
to break by brute force. If the key’s ﬁrst digit is 0, and the
others random, then the entropy is 127 bits, and it takes
(on average) 2127 1 guesses.
However, entropy fails to capture the number of
guesses required if the possible keys are not of equal
probability.[14][15] If the key is half the time “password”
and half the time a true random 128-bit key, then the en-
tropy is approximately 65 bits. Yet half the time the key
may be guessed on the ﬁrst try, if your ﬁrst guess is “pass-
word”, and on average, it takes around 2126 guesses (not
265 1 ) to break this password.
Similarly, consider a 1000000-digit binary one-time pad.
If the pad has 1000000 bits of entropy, it is perfect. If the
pad has 999999 bits of entropy, evenly distributed (each
individual bit of the pad having 0.999999 bits of entropy)
it may still be considered very good. But if the pad has
999999 bits of entropy, where the ﬁrst digit is ﬁxed and
the remaining 999999 digits are perfectly random, then
the ﬁrst digit of the ciphertext will not be encrypted at
all.
10.5.7 Data as a Markov process
A common way to deﬁne entropy for text is based on the
Markov model of text. For an order-0 source (each char-





where pi is the probability of i. For a ﬁrst-order Markov
source (one in which the probability of selecting a charac-
ter is dependent only on the immediately preceding char-
acter), the entropy rate is:
H(S) =  Pi piPj pi(j) log2 pi(j);
where i is a state (certain preceding characters) and pi(j)
is the probability of j given i as the previous character.












In general the b-ary entropy of a source S = (S,P) with
source alphabet S = {a1, ..., an} and discrete probability
distribution P = {p1, ..., pn} where pi is the probability of





Note: the b in "b-ary entropy” is the number of diﬀerent
symbols of the ideal alphabet used as a standard yard-
stick to measure source alphabets. In information theory,
two symbols are necessary and suﬃcient for an alphabet
to encode information. Therefore, the default is to let b
= 2 (“binary entropy”). Thus, the entropy of the source
alphabet, with its given empiric probability distribution,
is a number equal to the number (possibly fractional) of
symbols of the “ideal alphabet”, with an optimal probabil-
ity distribution, necessary to encode for each symbol of
the source alphabet. Also note that “optimal probability
distribution” here means a uniform distribution: a source
alphabet with n symbols has the highest possible entropy
(for an alphabet with n symbols) when the probability dis-
tribution of the alphabet is uniform. This optimal entropy
turns out to be logb(n).
10.6 Eﬃciency
A source alphabet with non-uniform distribution will
have less entropy than if those symbols had uniform dis-
tribution (i.e. the “optimized alphabet”). This deﬁciency
in entropy can be expressed as a ratio called eﬃciency:
(X) =  Pni=1 p(xi) logb(p(xi))logb(n)
Eﬃciency has utility in quantifying the eﬀective use of
a communications channel. This formulation is also re-
ferred to as the normalized entropy, as the entropy is di-
vided by the maximum entropy logb(n) .
10.7 Characterization
Shannon entropy is characterized by a small number of
criteria, listed below. Any deﬁnition of entropy satisfying





where K is a constant corresponding to a choice of mea-
surement units.
In the following, pi = Pr (X = xi) and Hn(p1; : : : ; pn) =
H(X) .
10.7.1 Continuity
The measure should be continuous, so that changing the
values of the probabilities by a very small amount should
only change the entropy by a small amount.
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10.7.2 Symmetry
The measure should be unchanged if the outcomes xi are
re-ordered.
Hn (p1; p2; : : :) = Hn (p2; p1; : : :)
10.7.3 Maximum
The measure should be maximal if all the outcomes are
equally likely (uncertainty is highest when all possible
events are equiprobable).









For equiprobable events the entropy should increase with
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The amount of entropy should be independent of how the
process is regarded as being divided into parts.
This last functional relationship characterizes the entropy
of a systemwith sub-systems. It demands that the entropy
of a system can be calculated from the entropies of its
sub-systems if the interactions between the sub-systems
are known.
Given an ensemble of n uniformly distributed elements
that are divided into k boxes (sub-systems) with b1, ..., bk
elements each, the entropy of the whole ensemble should
be equal to the sum of the entropy of the system of boxes
and the individual entropies of the boxes, each weighted
with the probability of being in that particular box.































Choosing k = n, b1 = ... = bn = 1 this implies that the
entropy of a certain outcome is zero: H1(1) = 0. This
implies that the eﬃciency of a source alphabet with n
symbols can be deﬁned simply as being equal to its n-ary
entropy. See also Redundancy (information theory).
10.8 Further properties
The Shannon entropy satisﬁes the following properties,
for some of which it is useful to interpret entropy as
the amount of information learned (or uncertainty elimi-
nated) by revealing the value of a random variable X:
 Adding or removing an event with probability zero
does not contribute to the entropy:
Hn+1(p1; : : : ; pn; 0) = Hn(p1; : : : ; pn)
















This maximal entropy of logb(n) is eﬀectively
attained by a source alphabet having a uniform
probability distribution: uncertainty is maxi-
mal when all possible events are equiprobable.
 The entropy or the amount of information revealed
by evaluating (X,Y) (that is, evaluating X and Y si-
multaneously) is equal to the information revealed
by conducting two consecutive experiments: ﬁrst
evaluating the value of Y, then revealing the value
of X given that you know the value of Y. This may
be written as
H[(X;Y )] = H(XjY )+H(Y ) = H(Y jX)+H(X):
 If Y=f(X) where f is deterministic, then H(f(X)|X)
= 0. Applying the previous formula to H(X, f(X))
yields
H(X)+H(f(X)jX) = H(f(X))+H(Xjf(X));
so H(f(X)) ≤ H(X), thus the entropy of a vari-
able can only decrease when the latter is passed
through a deterministic function.
 If X and Y are two independent experiments, then
knowing the value of Y doesn't inﬂuence our knowl-
edge of the value of X (since the two don't inﬂuence
each other by independence):
H(XjY ) = H(X):
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 The entropy of two simultaneous events is no more
than the sum of the entropies of each individual
event, and are equal if the two events are indepen-
dent. More speciﬁcally, if X and Y are two random
variables on the same probability space, and (X,Y)
denotes their Cartesian product, then
H[(X;Y )]  H(X) +H(Y ):
Proving this mathematically follows easily from the pre-
vious two properties of entropy.
10.9 Extending discrete entropy to
the continuous case
10.9.1 Diﬀerential entropy
Main article: Diﬀerential entropy
The Shannon entropy is restricted to random variables
taking discrete values. The corresponding formula for
a continuous random variable with probability density
function f(x) with ﬁnite or inﬁnite support X on the real
line is deﬁned by analogy, using the above form of the
entropy as an expectation:




This formula is usually referred to as the continuous en-
tropy, or diﬀerential entropy. A precursor of the contin-
uous entropy h[f] is the expression for the functional H
in the H-theorem of Boltzmann.
Although the analogy between both functions is sugges-
tive, the following question must be set: is the diﬀeren-
tial entropy a valid extension of the Shannon discrete en-
tropy? Diﬀerential entropy lacks a number of properties
that the Shannon discrete entropy has – it can even be neg-
ative – and thus corrections have been suggested, notably
limiting density of discrete points.
To answer this question, we must establish a connection
between the two functions:
We wish to obtain a generally ﬁnite measure as the bin
size goes to zero. In the discrete case, the bin size is the
(implicit) width of each of the n (ﬁnite or inﬁnite) bins
whose probabilities are denoted by pn. As we general-
ize to the continuous domain, we must make this width
explicit.
To do this, start with a continuous function f discretized
into bins of size  . By the mean-value theorem there





and thus the integral of the function f can be approxi-
mated (in the Riemannian sense) by
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f(x) log f(x) dx:
But note that log(Δ) → −∞ as Δ→ 0, therefore we need a
special deﬁnition of the diﬀerential or continuous entropy:








f(x) log f(x) dx;
which is, as said before, referred to as the diﬀerential
entropy. This means that the diﬀerential entropy is not a
limit of the Shannon entropy for n→∞. Rather, it diﬀers
from the limit of the Shannon entropy by an inﬁnite oﬀset.
It turns out as a result that, unlike the Shannon entropy,
the diﬀerential entropy is not in general a good measure
of uncertainty or information. For example, the diﬀeren-
tial entropy can be negative; also it is not invariant under
continuous co-ordinate transformations.
10.9.2 Relative entropy
Main article: Generalized relative entropy
Another useful measure of entropy that works equally
well in the discrete and the continuous case is the relative
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entropy of a distribution. It is deﬁned as the Kullback–
Leibler divergence from the distribution to a reference
measure m as follows. Assume that a probability distri-
bution p is absolutely continuous with respect to a mea-
sure m, i.e. is of the form p(dx) = f(x)m(dx) for some
non-negative m-integrable function f with m-integral 1,






In this form the relative entropy generalises (up to change
in sign) both the discrete entropy, where the measurem is
the counting measure, and the diﬀerential entropy, where
the measure m is the Lebesgue measure. If the measure
m is itself a probability distribution, the relative entropy
is non-negative, and zero if p = m as measures. It is de-
ﬁned for any measure space, hence coordinate indepen-
dent and invariant under co-ordinate reparameterizations
if one properly takes into account the transformation of
the measure m. The relative entropy, and implicitly en-
tropy and diﬀerential entropy, do depend on the “refer-
ence” measure m.
10.10 Use in combinatorics
Entropy has become a useful quantity in combinatorics.
10.10.1 Loomis-Whitney inequality
A simple example of this is an alternate proof of the






where Pi is the orthogonal projection in the ith coordinate:
Pi(A) = f(x1; :::; xi 1; xi+1; :::; xd) : (x1; :::; xd) 2 Ag:
The proof follows as a simple corollary of Shearer’s in-
equality: if X1, ..., Xd are random variables and S1, ..., Sn
are subsets of {1, ..., d} such that every integer between
1 and d lies in exactly r of these subsets, then





where (Xj)j2Si is the Cartesian product of random vari-
ables Xj with indexes j in Si (so the dimension of this
vector is equal to the size of Si).
We sketch how Loomis-Whitney follows from this: In-
deed, let X be a uniformly distributed random variable
with values in A and so that each point in A occurs with
equal probability. Then (by the further properties of en-
tropy mentioned above)H(X) = log|A|, where |A| denotes
the cardinality of A. Let Si = {1, 2, ..., i−1, i+1, ..., d}.
The range of (Xj)j2Si is contained in Pi(A) and hence
H[(Xj)j2Si ]  log jPi(A)j . Now use this to bound the
right side of Shearer’s inequality and exponentiate the op-
posite sides of the resulting inequality you obtain.
10.10.2 Approximation to binomial coeﬃ-
cient
For integers 0 < k < n let q = k/n. Then
2nH(q)
n+ 1
  nk  2nH(q);
where
H(q) =  q log2(q)  (1  q) log2(1  q): [16]





qqn(1   q)n nq is







qi(1  q)n i = (q + (1  q))n = 1:
Rearranging gives the upper bound. For the lower bound
one ﬁrst shows, using some algebra, that it is the largest





qqn(1  q)n nq  1n+1
since there are n+1 terms in the summation. Rearranging
gives the lower bound.
A nice interpretation of this is that the number of binary




 Cross entropy – is a measure of the average num-
ber of bits needed to identify an event from a set of
possibilities between two probability distributions
 Entropy (arrow of time)
 Entropy encoding – a coding scheme that assigns
codes to symbols so as to match code lengths with
the probabilities of the symbols.
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 Entropy estimation




 History of entropy
 History of information theory
 Information geometry
 Joint entropy – is the measure how much entropy is
contained in a joint system of two random variables.





 Qualitative variation – other measures of statistical
dispersion for nominal distributions
 Quantum relative entropy – a measure of distin-
guishability between two quantum states.
 Rényi entropy – a generalisation of Shannon en-
tropy; it is one of a family of functionals for quanti-
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This article is about entropy in geometry and topology.
For other uses, see Entropy (disambiguation).
In mathematics, the topological entropy of a topologi-
cal dynamical system is a nonnegative real number that
is a measure of the complexity of the system. Topo-
logical entropy was ﬁrst introduced in 1965 by Adler,
Konheim and McAndrew. Their deﬁnition was modelled
after the deﬁnition of the Kolmogorov–Sinai, or metric
entropy. Later, Dinaburg and Rufus Bowen gave a dif-
ferent, weaker deﬁnition reminiscent of the Hausdorﬀ
dimension. The second deﬁnition clariﬁed the mean-
ing of the topological entropy: for a system given by an
iterated function, the topological entropy represents the
exponential growth rate of the number of distinguishable
orbits of the iterates. An important variational principle
relates the notions of topological and measure-theoretic
entropy.
11.1 Deﬁnition
A topological dynamical system consists of a Hausdorﬀ
topological space X (usually assumed to be compact) and
a continuous self-map f. Its topological entropy is a non-
negative real number that can be deﬁned in various ways,
which are known to be equivalent.
11.1.1 Deﬁnition of Adler, Konheim, and
McAndrew
Let X be a compact Hausdorﬀ topological space. For any
ﬁnite open cover C of X, let H(C) be the logarithm (usu-
ally to base 2) of the smallest number of elements of C
that cover X.[1] For two covers C and D, let
C _D
be their (minimal) common reﬁnement, which consists
of all the non-empty intersections of a set from C with
a set from D, and similarly for multiple covers. For any
continuous map f: X → X, the following limit exists:




H(C _ f 1C _ : : : _ f n+1C):
Then the topological entropy of f, denoted h(f), is de-
ﬁned to be the supremum of H(C, f) over all possible
ﬁnite covers C of X.
Interpretation
The parts of C may be viewed as symbols that (partially)
describe the position of a point x in X: all points x ∈ Ci
are assigned the symbol Ci . Imagine that the position of
x is (imperfectly) measured by a certain device and that
each part ofC corresponds to one possible outcome of the
measurement. The integerH(C_f 1C_: : :_f n+1C)
then represents the minimal number of “words” of length
n needed to encode the points of X according to the be-
havior of their ﬁrst n − 1 iterates under f, or, put dif-
ferently, the total number of “scenarios” of the behavior
of these iterates, as “seen” by the partition C. Thus the
topological entropy is the average (per iteration) amount
of information needed to describe long iterations of the
map f.
11.1.2 Deﬁnition of Bowen and Dinaburg
This deﬁnition uses a metric on X (actually, uniform
structure would suﬃce). This is a weaker deﬁnition than
that of Adler, Konheim, andMcAndrew, as it requires ad-
ditional, unnecessary structure on the topological space.
However, in practice, the Bowen-Dinaburg topological
entropy is usually much easier to calculate.
Let (X, d) be a compact metric space and f: X → X be a
continuous map. For each natural number n, a newmetric
dn is deﬁned on X by the formula
dn(x; y) = maxfd(f i(x); f i(y)) : 0  i < ng:
Given any ε > 0 and n≥ 1, two points ofX are ε-close with
respect to this metric if their ﬁrst n iterates are ε-close.
This metric allows one to distinguish in a neighborhood
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of an orbit the points that move away from each other
during the iteration from the points that travel together.
A subset E of X is said to be (n, ε)-separated if each
pair of distinct points of E is at least ε apart in the metric
dn. Denote by N(n, ε) the maximum cardinality of an (n,













Since X is compact, N(n, ε) is ﬁnite and represents the
number of distinguishable orbit segments of length n, as-
suming that we cannot distinguish points within ε of one
another. A straightforward argument shows that the limit
deﬁning h(f) always exists in the extended real line (but
could be inﬁnite). This limit may be interpreted as the
measure of the average exponential growth of the number
of distinguishable orbit segments. In this sense, it mea-
sures complexity of the topological dynamical system (X,
f). Rufus Bowen extended this deﬁnition of topological
entropy in a way which permits X to be noncompact.
11.2 Properties
 Let f be an expansive homeomorphism of a com-
pact metric spaceX and let C be a topological gen-
erator. Then the topological entropy of f relative to
C is equal to the topological entropy of f , i.e.
h(f) = H(f; C)
 Let f : X ! X be a continuous transformation
of a compact metric space X , let h(f) be the
measure-theoretic entropy of f with respect to and





 In general the maximum of the functions h over
the set M(X,f) is not attained, but if additionally the
entropy map
 7! h(f) : M(X; f) ! R is upper semi-
continuous, the measure of maximal entropy
exists.
 If f has a unique measure of maximal entropy  ,
then f is ergodic with respect to  .
11.3 Examples
 Let  : k !  by xn 7! xn 1 denote the
full two-sided k-shift on symbols f1; : : : ; kg . Let
C = f[1]; : : : ; [k]g denote the partition of k into
cylinders of length 1. Then Wnj=0  1(C) is a par-
tition of k for all n 2 N and the number of sets is
kn respectively. The partitions are open covers and
C is a topological generator. Hence
h() = h(;C) = limn!1 1n log kn =
log k . The measure-theoretic entropy of the
Bernoulli ( 1k ; : : : ; 1k ) -measure is also log k .
Hence it is a measure ofmaximal entropy. Fur-
ther on it can be shown that no other measures
of maximal entropy exist.
 Let A be an irreducible k k matrix with entries in
f0; 1g and let  : A ! A be the corresponding
subshift of ﬁnite type. Then h() = log where 
is the largest positive eigenvalue of A .
11.4 Notes
[1] Since X is compact, H(C) is always ﬁnite, even for an in-
ﬁnite cover C. The use of arbitrary covers yields the same
value of entropy.
11.5 See also
 Milnor–Thurston kneading theory
 For the measure of correlations in systems with
topological order see Topological entanglement en-
tropy
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In mathematics, a measure-preserving dynamical sys-
tem is an object of study in the abstract formulation of
dynamical systems, and ergodic theory in particular.
12.1 Deﬁnition
A measure-preserving dynamical system is deﬁned as a
probability space and a measure-preserving transforma-
tion on it. In more detail, it is a system
(X;B; ; T )
with the following structure:
 X is a set,
 B is a σ-algebra over X ,
  : B ! [0; 1] is a probability measure, so that μ(X)
= 1, and μ(∅) = 0,
 T : X ! X is a measurable transforma-
tion which preserves the measure  , i.e., 8A 2
B (T 1(A)) = (A) .
This deﬁnition can be generalized to the case in which T
is not a single transformation that is iterated to give the
dynamics of the system, but instead is a monoid (or even
a group) of transformations Ts : X → X parametrized by
s ∈ Z (or R, or N ∪ {0}, or [0, +∞)), where each trans-
formation Ts satisﬁes the same requirements as T above.
In particular, the transformations obey the rules:
 T0 = idX : X ! X , the identity function on X;
 Ts  Tt = Tt+s , whenever all the terms are well-
deﬁned;
 T 1s = T s , whenever all the terms are well-
deﬁned.
The earlier, simpler case ﬁts into this framework by deﬁn-
ingTs = Ts for s ∈ N.
The existence of invariant measures for certain maps









Example of a (Lebesgue measure) preserving map: T : [0,1) →
[0,1), x 7! 2x mod 1:
Examples include:
 μ could be the normalized angle measure dθ/2π on
the unit circle, and T a rotation. See equidistribution
theorem;
 the Bernoulli scheme;
 the interval exchange transformation;
 with the deﬁnition of an appropriate measure, a
subshift of ﬁnite type;
 the base ﬂow of a random dynamical system.
12.3 Homomorphisms
The concept of a homomorphism and an isomorphism
may be deﬁned.
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Consider two dynamical systems (X;A; ; T ) and
(Y;B; ; S) . Then a mapping
' : X ! Y
is a homomorphism of dynamical systems if it satisﬁes
the following three properties:
1. The map φ is measurable,
2. For each B 2 B , one has (' 1B) = (B) ,
3. For μ-almost all x ∈ X, one has φ(Tx) = S(φ x).
The system (Y;B; ; S) is then called a factor of
(X;A; ; T ) .
The map φ is an isomorphism of dynamical systems if,
in addition, there exists another mapping
 : Y ! X
that is also a homomorphism, which satisﬁes
1. For μ-almost all x ∈ X, one has x =  ('x)
2. For ν-almost all y ∈ Y, one has y = '( y) .
Hence, one may form a category of dynamical systems
and their homomorphisms.
12.4 Generic points
A point x ∈ X is called a generic point if the orbit of the
point is distributed uniformly according to the measure.
12.5 Symbolic names and genera-
tors
Consider a dynamical system (X;B; T; ) , and let Q =
{Q1, ..., Qk} be a partition of X into k measurable pair-
wise disjoint pieces. Given a point x ∈X, clearly x belongs
to only one of the Qi. Similarly, the iterated point Tnx
can belong to only one of the parts as well. The symbolic
name of x, with regards to the partitionQ, is the sequence
of integers {an} such that
Tnx 2 Qan :
The set of symbolic names with respect to a partition is
called the symbolic dynamics of the dynamical system. A
partition Q is called a generator or generating partition
if μ-almost every point x has a unique symbolic name.
12.6 Operations on partitions
Given a partition Q = {Q1, ..., Qk} and a dynamical sys-
tem (X;B; T; ) , we deﬁne T-pullback of Q as
T 1Q = fT 1Q1; : : : ; T 1Qkg:
Further, given two partitions Q = {Q1, ..., Qk} and R =
{R1, ..., Rm}, we deﬁne their reﬁnement as
Q_R = fQi\Rj j i = 1; : : : ; k; j = 1; : : : ;m; (Qi\Rj) > 0g:






Qi0 \ T 1Qi1 \    \ T NQiN where i` = 1; : : : ; k; ` = 0; : : : ; N; 
 




which plays crucial role in the construction of the
measure-theoretic entropy of a dynamical system.
12.7 Measure-theoretic entropy





The measure-theoretic entropy of a dynamical system
(X;B; T; ) with respect to a partition Q = {Q1, ..., Qk}












Finally, the Kolmogorov–Sinai or metric or measure-
theoretic entropy of a dynamical system (X;B; T; ) is
deﬁned as
h(T ) = sup
Q
h(T;Q):
where the supremum is taken over all ﬁnite measurable
partitions. A theorem of Yakov G. Sinai in 1959 shows
that the supremum is actually obtained on partitions that
are generators. Thus, for example, the entropy of the
Bernoulli process is log 2, since almost every real number
has a unique binary expansion. That is, one may partition
the unit interval into the intervals [0, 1/2) and [1/2, 1].
Every real number x is either less than 1/2 or not; and
likewise so is the fractional part of 2nx.
If the space X is compact and endowed with a topology,




 Krylov–Bogolyubov theorem on the existence of in-
variant measures
 Poincaré recurrence theorem
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In physics, canonical quantization is a procedure for
quantizing a classical theory, while attempting to preserve
the formal structure, such as symmetries, of the classical
theory, to the greatest extent possible.
Historically, this was not quiteWerner Heisenberg's route
to obtaining quantum mechanics, but Paul Dirac intro-
duced it in his 1926 doctoral thesis, the “method of
classical analogy” for quantization,[1] and detailed it in
his classic text.[2] The word canonical arises from the
Hamiltonian approach to classical mechanics, in which
a system’s dynamics is generated via canonical Poisson
brackets, a structure which is only partially preserved in
canonical quantization.
This method was further used in the context of quantum
ﬁeld theory by Paul Dirac, in his construction of quantum
electrodynamics. In the ﬁeld theory context, it is also
called second quantization, in contrast to the semi-
classical ﬁrst quantization for single particles.
14.1 History
Quantum physics ﬁrst dealt only with the quantization of
the motion of particles, leaving the electromagnetic ﬁeld
classical, hence the name quantum mechanics.[3]
Later the electromagnetic ﬁeld was also quantized, and
even the particles themselves were represented through
quantized ﬁelds, resulting in the development of quantum
electrodynamics (QED) and quantum ﬁeld theory in
general.[4] Thus, by convention, the original form of par-
ticle quantum mechanics is denoted ﬁrst quantization,
while quantum ﬁeld theory is formulated in the language
of second quantization.
14.2 First quantization
Main article: First quantization
14.2.1 Single particle systems
The following exposition is based on Dirac’s treatise on
quantum mechanics.[2] In the classical mechanics of a
particle, there are dynamic variables which are called co-
ordinates (x) and momenta (p). These specify the state of
a classical system. The canonical structure (also known
as the symplectic structure) of classical mechanics con-
sists of Poisson brackets between these variables, such as
{x,p} = 1. All transformations of variables which pre-
serve these brackets are allowed as canonical transfor-
mations in classical mechanics. Motion itself is such a
canonical transformation.
By contrast, in quantum mechanics, all signiﬁcant fea-
tures of a particle are contained in a state j i , called
quantum state. Observables are represented by opera-
tors acting on a Hilbert space of such quantum states.
The (eigen)value of an operator acting on one of its eigen-
states represents the value of a measurement on the par-
ticle thus represented. For example, the energy is read
oﬀ by the Hamiltonian operator Ĥ acting on a state j ni
, yielding
H^j ni = Enj ni
where En is the characteristic energy associated to this
j ni eigenstate.
Any state could be represented as a linear combination of





where an are constant coeﬃcients.
As in classical mechanics, all dynamical operators can be
represented by functions of the position and momentum
ones, X̂ and P̂, respectively. The connection between this
representation and the more usual wavefunction represen-
tation is given by the eigenstate of the position operator
X̂ representing a particle at position x, which is denoted
by an element jxi in the Hilbert space, and which satisﬁes
X^jxi = xjxi . Then,  (x) = hxj i .
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Likewise, the eigenstates jpi of the momentum operator
P^ specify the momentum representation:  (p) = hpj i
.
The central relation between these operators is a quantum
analog of the above Poisson bracket of classical mechan-
ics, the canonical commutation relation,
[X^; P^ ] = X^P^   P^ X^ = i~
This relation encodes (and formally leads to) the
uncertainty principle, in the form Δx Δp ≥ ħ/2. This al-
gebraic structure may be thus considered as the quantum
analog of the canonical structure of classical mechanics.
14.2.2 Many-particle systems
When turning toN-particle systems, i.e., systems contain-
ing N identical particles (particles characterized by the
same quantum numbers such as mass, charge and spin),
it is necessary to extend the single-particle state function
 (r) to the N-particle state function  (r1; r2; :::; rN ) .
A fundamental diﬀerence between classical and quantum
mechanics concerns the concept of indistinguishability of
identical particles. Only two species of particles are thus
possible in quantum physics, the so-called bosons and
fermions which obey the rules:
 (r1; :::; rj ; :::; rk; :::; rN) =
+ (r1; :::; rk; :::; rj ; :::; rN ) (bosons),
 (r1; :::; rj ; :::; rk; :::; rN) =
  (r1; :::; rk; :::; rj ; :::; rN ) (fermions).
Where we have interchanged two coordinates (rj ; rk) of
the state function. The usual wave function is obtained
using the slater determinant and the identical particles
theory. Using this basis, it is possible to solve various
many-particle problems.
14.3 Issues and limitations
Dirac’s book[2] details his popular rule of supplanting
Poisson brackets by commutators:
This rule is not as simple or well-deﬁned as it appears.
It is ambiguous when products of classical observables
are involved which correspond to noncommuting prod-
ucts of the analog operators, and fails in polynomials of
suﬃciently high order.
For example, the reader is encouraged to check the fol-
lowing pair of equalities invented by Groenewold,[5] as-
suming only the commutation relation [x̂,p̂ ] = iħ :
fx3; p3g+ 112ffp2; x3g; fx2; p3gg = 0
1
i~ [x^








The right-hand-side “anomaly” term −3ħ2 is not pre-
dicted by application of the above naive quantization rule.
In order to make this procedure more rigorous, one might
hope to take an axiomatic approach to the problem. If Q
represents the quantization map that acts on functions f
in classical phase space, then the following properties are
usually considered desirable:[6]
1. Qx = x and Qp =  i~@x (elementary
position/momentum operators)
2. f 7 ! Qf is a linear map
3. [Qf ; Qg] = i~Qff;gg (Poisson bracket)
4. Qgf = g(Qf ) (von Neumann rule).
However, not only are these four properties mutually in-
consistent, any three of them is also inconsistent![7] As
it turns out, the only pairs of these properties that lead
to self-consistent, nontrivial solutions are 2+3 and pos-
sibly 1+3 or 1+4. Accepting properties 1+2 along with
a weaker condition that 3 be true only asymptotically in
the limit ħ→0 (see Moyal bracket) is deformation quan-
tization, and some extraneous information must be pro-
vided, as in the standard theories utilized in most of
physics. Accepting properties 1+2+3 but restricting the
space of quantizable observables to exclude terms such as
the cubic ones in the above example amounts to geometric
quantization.
14.4 Second quantization: ﬁeld
theory
Main article: Second quantization
Quantum mechanics was successful at describing non-
relativistic systems with ﬁxed numbers of particles, but a
new framework was needed to describe systems in which
particles can be created or destroyed, for example, the
electromagnetic ﬁeld, considered as a collection of pho-
tons. It was eventually realized that special relativity
was inconsistent with single-particle quantummechanics,
so that all particles are now described relativistically by
quantum ﬁelds.
When the canonical quantization procedure is applied to
a ﬁeld, such as the electromagnetic ﬁeld, the classical
ﬁeld variables become quantum operators. Thus, the nor-
mal modes comprising the amplitude of the ﬁeld become
quantized, and the quanta are identiﬁed with individual
particles or excitations. For example, the quanta of the
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electromagnetic ﬁeld are identiﬁed with photons. Un-
like ﬁrst quantization, conventional second quantization
is completely unambiguous, in eﬀect a functor.
Historically, quantizing the classical theory of a single
particle gave rise to a wavefunction. The classical equa-
tions of motion of a ﬁeld are typically identical in form
to the (quantum) equations for the wave-function of one
of its quanta. For example, the Klein–Gordon equation
is the classical equation of motion for a free scalar ﬁeld,
but also the quantum equation for a scalar particle wave-
function. This meant that quantizing a ﬁeld appeared to
be similar to quantizing a theory that was already quan-
tized, leading to the fanciful term second quantization
in the early literature, which is still used to describe ﬁeld
quantization, even though the modern interpretation de-
tailed is diﬀerent.
One drawback to canonical quantization for a relativis-
tic ﬁeld is that by relying on the Hamiltonian to deter-
mine time dependence, relativistic invariance is no longer
manifest. Thus it is necessary to check that relativistic in-
variance is not lost. Alternatively, the Feynman integral
approach is available for quantizing relativistic ﬁelds, and
is manifestly invariant. For non-relativistic ﬁeld theories,
such as those used in condensed matter physics, Lorentz
invariance is not an issue.
14.4.1 Field operators
Quantum mechanically, the variables of a ﬁeld (such as
the ﬁeld’s amplitude at a given point) are represented by
operators on a Hilbert space. In general, all observables
are constructed as operators on the Hilbert space, and
the time-evolution of the operators is governed by the
Hamiltonian, which must be a positive operator. A state
j0i annihilated by the Hamiltonian must be identiﬁed as
the vacuum state, which is the basis for building all other
states. In a non-interacting (free) ﬁeld theory, the vac-
uum is normally identiﬁed as a state containing zero par-
ticles. In a theory with interacting particles, identifying
the vacuum is more subtle, due to vacuum polarization,
which implies that the physical vacuum in quantum ﬁeld
theory is never really empty. For further elaboration, see
the articles on the quantum mechanical vacuum and the
vacuum of quantum chromodynamics. The details of the
canonical quantization depend on the ﬁeld being quan-
tized, and whether it is free or interacting.
Real scalar ﬁeld
A scalar ﬁeld theory provides a good example of the
canonical quantization procedure.[8] Classically, a scalar
ﬁeld is a collection of an inﬁnity of oscillator normal
modes. For simplicity, the quantization can be carried in
a 1+1 dimensional space-time ℝ×S1, in which the spa-
tial direction is compactiﬁed to a circle of circumfer-
ence 2π, rendering the momenta discrete. The classical
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where V(φ) is a potential term, often taken to be a poly-







The canonical momentum obtained via the Legendre
transform using the action L is  = @t , and the classical
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:
Canonical quantization treats the variables (x) and (x)
as operators with canonical commutation relations at time
t = 0, given by
[(x); (y)] = 0; [(x); (y)] = 0; [(x); (y)] = i~(x y):
Operators constructed from  and  can then formally be
deﬁned at other times via the time-evolution generated by
the Hamiltonian:
O(t) = eitHOe itH :
However, since φ and π do not commute, this expres-
sion is ambiguous at the quantum level. The problem is
to construct a representation of the relevant operators O
on a Hilbert space H and to construct a positive oper-
ator H as a quantum operator on this Hilbert space in
such a way that it gives this evolution for the operatorsO
as given by the preceding equation, and to show that H
contains a vacuum state |0> on which H has zero eigen-
value. In practice, this construction is a diﬃcult prob-
lem for interacting ﬁeld theories, and has been solved
completely only in a few simple cases via the methods
of constructive quantum ﬁeld theory. Many of these is-
sues can be sidestepped using the Feynman integral as de-
scribed for a particular V(φ) in the article on scalar ﬁeld
theory.
In the case of a free ﬁeld, with V(φ) = 0, the quantization
procedure is relatively straightforward. It is convenient to






The reality of the ﬁelds imply that
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This Hamiltonian is thus recognizable as an inﬁnite sum
of classical normal mode oscillator excitations φk, each
one of which is quantized in the standard manner, so the
free quantum Hamiltonian looks identical. It is the φks
that have become operators obeying the standard commu-
tation relations, [φk, πk†] = [φk†, πk] = iħ, with all others
vanishing. The collective Hilbert space of all these oscil-
lators is thus constructed using creation and annihilation















for which [ak, ak†] = 1 for all k, with all other commuta-
tors vanishing.
The vacuum |0> is taken to be annihilated by all of the ak,
and H is the Hilbert space constructed by applying any
combination of the inﬁnite collection of creation opera-
tors ak† to j0i . This Hilbert space is called Fock space.
For each k, this construction is identical to a quantum
harmonic oscillator. The quantum ﬁeld is an inﬁnite ar-









where Nk may be interpreted as the number operator giv-
ing the number of particles in a state with momentum k.
This Hamiltonian diﬀers from the previous expression by
the subtraction of the zero-point energy ħωk/2 of each
harmonic oscillator. This satisﬁes the condition that H
must annihilate the vacuum, without aﬀecting the time-
evolution of operators via the above exponentiation op-
eration. This subtraction of the zero-point energy may
be considered to be a resolution of the quantum opera-
tor ordering ambiguity, since it is equivalent to requiring
that all creation operators appear to the left of annihila-
tion operators in the expansion of the Hamiltonian. This
procedure is known as Wick ordering or normal order-
ing.
Other ﬁelds
All other ﬁelds can be quantized by a generalization of
this procedure. Vector or tensor ﬁelds simply have more
components, and independent creation and destruction
operators must be introduced for each independent com-
ponent. If a ﬁeld has any internal symmetry, then cre-
ation and destruction operators must be introduced for
each component of the ﬁeld related to this symmetry as
well. If there is a gauge symmetry, then the number of in-
dependent components of the ﬁeld must be carefully an-
alyzed to avoid over-counting equivalent conﬁgurations,
and gauge-ﬁxing may be applied if needed.
It turns out that commutation relations are useful only for
quantizing bosons, for which the occupancy number of
any state is unlimited. To quantize fermions, which sat-
isfy the Pauli exclusion principle, anti-commutators are
needed. These are deﬁned by {A,B} = AB+BA.
When quantizing fermions, the ﬁelds are expanded in cre-
ation and annihilation operators, θk†, θk, which satisfy
fk; yl g = kl; fk; lg = 0; fyk; yl g = 0:
The states are constructed on a vacuum |0> annihilated by
the θk, and the Fock space is built by applying all prod-
ucts of creation operators θk† to |0>. Pauli’s exclusion
principle is satisﬁed, because (yk)2j0i = 0 , by virtue of
the anti-commutation relations.
14.4.2 Condensates
The construction of the scalar ﬁeld states above assumed
that the potential was minimized at φ = 0, so that the
vacuum minimizing the Hamiltonian satisﬁes   φ  = 0,
indicating that the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of
the ﬁeld is zero. In cases involving spontaneous symmetry
breaking, it is possible to have a non-zero VEV, because
the potential is minimized for a value φ = v . This occurs
for example, if V(φ) = gφ4 and m² < 0, for which the
minimum energy is found at v = ±m/√g. The value of v
in one of these vacua may be considered as condensate of
the ﬁeld φ. Canonical quantization then can be carried
out for the shifted ﬁeld φ(x,t)−v, and particle states with
respect to the shifted vacuum are deﬁned by quantizing
the shifted ﬁeld. This construction is utilized in the Higgs
mechanism in the standard model of particle physics.
14.5 Mathematical quantization
The classical theory is described using a spacelike
foliation of spacetime with the state at each slice be-
ing described by an element of a symplectic manifold
with the time evolution given by the symplectomorphism
generated by a Hamiltonian function over the symplectic
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manifold. The quantum algebra of “operators” is an ħ-
deformation of the algebra of smooth functions over the
symplectic space such that the leading term in the Taylor
expansion over ħ of the commutator [A, B] expressed in
the phase space formulation is iħ{A, B} . (Here, the curly
braces denote the Poisson bracket. The subleading terms
are all encoded in the Moyal bracket, the suitable quan-
tum deformation of the Poisson bracket.) In general, for
the quantities (observables) involved, and providing the
arguments of such brackets, ħ-deformations are highly
nonunique—quantization is an “art”, and is speciﬁed by
the physical context. (Two diﬀerent quantum systems
may represent two diﬀerent, inequivalent, deformations
of the same classical limit, ħ→ 0.)
Now, one looks for unitary representations of this quan-
tum algebra. With respect to such a unitary representa-
tion, a symplectomorphism in the classical theory would
now deform to a (metaplectic) unitary transformation. In
particular, the time evolution symplectomorphism gen-
erated by the classical Hamiltonian deforms to a unitary
transformation generated by the corresponding quantum
Hamiltonian.
A further generalization is to consider a Poisson manifold
instead of a symplectic space for the classical theory and
perform an ħ-deformation of the corresponding Poisson
algebra or even Poisson supermanifolds.
14.6 See also
 Correspondence principle
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